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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
1 June 1989
It is with great pleasure that I convey to you today th9 report of the
International Ad Hoc Group of Experts Cor the Internationa~ D8cade for Natural
Disaster Reduction. It has been a distinct honor for me ~c chair this Group, and
my colleagues and I thank you for providing us this opportunity to se~ve the world
community. As their chairman, I also thank the members of the Group for their
individual and collective wisdom and for their extraordinary eff('rt and concern for
this important endeavour.
On behalf of the Group, I wish to note with appreciation the valuable support
and assistance provided us by the Director-General for Development and
International Economic Co-operation, Mr. Ripert, and his successor Mr. Blanca, as
well as his staff; by the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator Mr. EssBafi;
and by the staff of the secretariat formed to support our Group's efforts. I also
wish to thank the members of the Working Group of the Unit~d Nations Steering
Committee, chaired by the Deputy to the United Nations DisaGt~r Relief
Co-ordinator, Mr. Einhaus, who contlibuted to the meetings of the Group and to this
report.
We sincerely believe, as stated in the Group's Tokyo Declaration, that the
Decade is both a moral imperative and an opportunity for the world community, in a
spirit of global co-operation, to use the considerable existing scientific and
technical knowledge to alleviate human suffering and enhance economic security.
Fatalism is no longer acceptable: it is time to bring the full force of scientific
and technological advancement to reduce the human tragedy and economic loss from
natural disasters. We must take an integrated approach to disaster reduction,
bringing new emphasis to pre-disaster planning, preparedness and prevention, while
bustaining our post-disaster relief capabilities. Our humanitarian efforts must be
broadened to encompass disaster-resistent investment as well as timely warnings in
which people at risk receive, understand and act upon the information conveyed.
The Decade offers an opportunity for t- e United Nations to demonst~'ate its
catalytic ability to bring together the diversity of ekills, resources and groups
needed to stem the losses from natural disasters. The United Nations is the forum
for all nations to come together in peace. It has the moral authority to call for
disaster reduction efforts by all nations, including the developing ones where the
toll from euch disasters is most tragic in terms of both human 10SS9S and economic
development setbacks. Further, the United Nations system has in pla~e many
programmes that prolT...:>te various aspects of disaster reduction and, through greater
co-ordination and enhanced visibility, can accomplish more in the years ahead.
H.E. Javier Perez de Cuellar
secretary-General
United Nat.ions
New York, N.Y. 10017
/
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Exploiting the strengths of these ongoing programmes, including their outreach
efforts nationally and regionally, is critical to disaster reduction.
The Decade is also an opportunity for the United Nations system to work in a
unique co-operative way with experts and organizations at the national and
international levels. The Gro~p of Experts envisages a Decade framework that
facilitates the participation of all parties capable of making important
contributions to the Decade. It might well serve as 8 model for future
international activities.
A concerted effort that leads to tangible reductions in losses by the year
2000 requires a co-operative effort of all nationsl the scientific, technological,

and health communities; business and industrial groups; voluntary organizations:
donor groupsl the medial and others. The goals of the Decade, \s presented in
General Assembly resolution ~2/169, can be achieved only if all prospective
participants embrace t~e Decade as their own and become committed to its success.
We envision the United Nations and its system of organizations as both a
catalyst and facilitator in Decade activities. Inclusion of the Decade on the
United Nations agenda itself adds to its visibility and moral imperative. In
addition, however, the United Nations can help shape and implement the
international organizational elements and can participate through the many relevant
programmes within the United Nations system.
The Group recognizes the need for this Decade to be an extrabudgetary activity
for the United Nations and suggests an organizational structure that is low in cost
yet highly effective in facilitating the participatio.: or all interested parties.
Specifically, the Group recommends your appointing a small (5 to 10 members) Board
of Trustees consisting of eminent personalities and ~ Decade Committee composed of
20 to 25 disaster mitigation experts from all parts of the world, serving in their
personal capacities. Both would be supported by a small secretariat. A Trust Fund
for the Decade should be established to support these entities as well as to
~ror ~te projects of merit.
The report also describes a mechanism to enable all
pr06pective participants to contribute to Decade planning. This small and
~fficient organizational structure should prove effective in co-ordinating national
programmes and global activities.
At our final meeting in Tokyn, the Group reaffirmed the importa~ce of the
Decade and urged thet everything possible be done to sustain the growing Momentum
the concept has generated throughout the world.

I . ..
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Let me thank you again for providing the International Ad Hoc Group of Experts
with the opportunity to clarify the means for implementing the International Decade
for Natural Disaster Reduction. We hope that our report will be useful to you, and
we stand ready, as individuals and as a group, to provide further assistance.
Sincerely,
(Signed) Frank PRESS
Chai6man, International Ad Hoc
Group of Experts

/
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I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
Each year, planet Earth experiences countless natural events: 100,000
thunderstorms; 10,000 floods; thousands of earthquakes, wildfires, landslides and
tornadoes; and hundreds of volcanic eruptions, tropical cyclones and locust
infestations.
2.
In the past 20 years, these natural phenomena have killed perhaps 3 million
people. About 1 billion have been adversely affected by natural disasters and have
suffere6 homelessness, other devastdting hardships, ill health and severe economic
loss.
3.
In 1988 alon6, three major disasters captured world attention because of th~ir
enormous impacts on life and property. Hurricane Gilbert raged through the
Caribbean, causing immense physical damage and economic losses running into the
millions of dollars; tloods in Bangaldesh c1aimed 1,500 lives and severely affected
45 million people; and an earthquak9 in Armenia, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, killed more than 25,000 people.
4.
The international community has been generous in providing emergency relief to
the victims of disasters, and its financial and human commitment has been
increasing. But this action, concentrating on the immediate posto-disaster phase,
has not addressed the basic causes of the problem. Frequently not enough
preventive action is being taken to reduce the vulnerability of human societies to
damaging events. Although many natural events present the potential for loss of
life and physical damage, the degree of vulnerability of a community can be reduced
by coherent policy action. On the basis of these considerations, the General
Assembly, at its forty-second session, adopted resolution 42/169, by which it
decided to designate the 1990s as the International Decade for Natural Disaster
Reduction.
5.
Tile Decade is the first concerted attempt on a global scale to reduce the
impacts of natural hazards. It aims to achieve this reduction by developing an
integrated approach to the reduction of disasters' impacts on human life and on
property. It could include action designed to stimulate and encourage improvements
in data gathering, more widespre~d application of forecasting and warl"ing
technology, improved techniques for disaster preparedness, changes in public
attitudes towards disaster reduction and increased community participation,
training and education of an increased number of technicians and specialists,
co-ordinated research, and like measures through programmes and projects at the
international regi~nal, national and local levels.
6.
The Decade mainly addresses the rapidly acting natural hazards - earthquakes,
tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, landslides, avalanches, tropical cyclones and other
windstorms, floods and wildfires - as well as those impacts of drought and locust
infestations that are amenable to the approaches being developed for rapid-onset
events. The relative prevalence of these hazards and the possibility of new
hazards arising from environmental change also merit consideration.
/

----------------------
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7.
By chance or by design, disaster reduction has so far been event based; the
Decade will promote an integrated B~proach to natural disasters by applying
knowledge gained about one type of disaster to benefit those affected by others.
8.
Humankind already possesses much of the knowledge needed to reduce suffering
and property losses induced by disasters. In most cases, difficulties have arisen
in applying this knowledge to protect both people at risk and the vulnerable places
where they live.
9.
A disaster can be defined as any disruption of the human ecology that exceeds
the capacity of the community to function normally. A disaster is not the
inevitable result of a natural hazard of great magnitude, and, conv~rsely, a
disaster can result from a natural hazard of relatively small magnitude. Thus a
particular evant may cause serious disruption in one community and require
international assistance to restore the normal functioning of society; in another
community, a like avent may cause relatively minor disruption that could be settled
with routine emergency management procedures.
10. Whether a community is at risk of a natural disaster is a function of the
nature of the physical event (i.e. the hazard) and the vulne~ability of the
community to the hazard. The hazard can be quantified in terms of the physical
severity of a n~tural phenomenon and the probability of its occurrence.
11. The vulnerability of a community is made up of the social factors that
predispose the cOmhlunity to suffer the impacts of the hazard. Thus vulnerability
depends on several factors: the perceived value of human life in the political
system, population concentration, the degree of economic development, institutional
efficiency, ability to respond to disruptions, the extent of modifications to the
environment (both built and natural), and the structural integrit.y of individual
elements at risk. For example, in an earthquake-prone region, dense population and
social pressures to provide low-cost housing can lead to the construction of
buildings that are unable to withstand an earthquake - despite the fact that
earthquake-resi~tant structures are technically feasible and that policy makers are
aware of the possibility and consequences of such an event.
A.

RAtionale for an International Decade for NatuLAl
Disaster Redu~t12n

12. In recent times, the majority of the i~talities and the most damaging economic
losses have been borne by the developing countries, and in the least developed and
most highly populated regions the number of fatalities from natural hazards appears
to be increasing. In addition to the lives lost, the casualties and the residual
disabilities, the effects on the economy and the development of these r~gion~ are
increasingly grave. Direct physical losses in addition to those caused hy
interrupting the economy, compounded by the costs of rebuilding homes and
industrial faciliti~s and of restoring water supply systems, health facilities anrl
other infrastructure, too often represent a significant part of the gross natic .~.
product. It is clear that natural disasters not only limit but actually set back

/
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development. The longer-term impacts assooiated with inoreased health haz~rds,
decreased agricultural production, loss of natural resources, iLterrupted ~oono~lc
development and a lack of confidence in investment in future develo~ment ral~
outweiyh the tangible losses at th~ time of the disaster.
13. The impacts on industriali~ed countri~1 tend to be less seriou3 than the
impacts on developing countries. By and large, the industrialized country has the
resources to give advance warning, plan and mobilize, and therefore minimize the
impacts 3.n terms of both human and economic losses. There are, however, many
instances in which communities in industrialized countries are placed at undue (and
often great) risk, t.nd there are ample opportunities for further disaster
mitigation.
14. A high level of environmental altera~'~n often increases vulnerability to
disasters (for example, d4f.orestatlon exacerba~es floods, altering steep slopes
causes landslides, and overcutting vegetation and overgrazing may j Jad to
desertification). ~hus, unless the~e is a socio-politioal will and a means to
direct development' ;,n l\ way that enhances collective security, development oan
increase vulnerabil;~y.

15. In b~th industrialized and developing countries, there is a reluctance to
spend money to prevent disasters, especially when the frequency of hazardous
phenomena is perceived as beir~ 'ow. After a disaster, however, policy makers tend
more easily to adopt policios and mak6 deci~ions in favour of preparedness and
prevention activities. Long-term planning and Jisaster management should become 8
part of normal government administration and developmRnt policies.
16. Efforts to reduce the i~l~dcts of natural disasters will gain far wider
acceptance if they are perceived as a means to protect economio development and
improve living standards rather than to mitigate some hypothetical, localized and
infrequent event. Too often, even large-scale investments for development havA
been destroyed by events that were natural in origin but that brought important
negative consequences to a vulnerable society because of either h~an action or
inaction.
The magnitude of the losses and the probl~ms faced by vulnerable developing
nations, and in ''!any instances by industrialized nations as well, may appear to
defy sol'\tion. 'rhe International Decade {or Natural Disaster Reduction is an
opportunity for the world communlty to usp the knowledge gained in recent decades
to reduce the damages from natural dis~sters while increasing the security of
economic development efforts. For example, a flood control programme combining
water~hed management, reforestation, irrigation agri~.lture and land use planning
can reduce disastrous flooding damage and promote a higher standard of living both
within nnd beyond the area impacted. The implementation of an effective disaster
prevention programme in many regions may require organization and education far
exceeding the economic capacity and organizational ability of a single nation.
Consequently, regionally integrated progral'l'~fles will be needed.
17.

I ••.
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18. The new ecolo gical and econom ic interd epend ence
of world comm unities does not
allow any count ry to remain in isola tion eithe r to
bear the conseq uence s of natur al
disas ters alone or to avoid the respo nsibi lity of caring
for other s.
B.

An integ rated appro ach to disas ter manag ement

19. The Intern ation al Decad e provid es the broad vision
and concr ete action s that
are neede d to reduce the impac ts of natur al hazard s
on increa singly vulne rable
socie ties. The Decad e would emplo y an integ rated approa
ch compr ising variou s
effor ts aimed at chang ing public attitu des toward s
hazar d mitig ation , creati ng
progra mmes at the intern ation al, regio nal, nation al
and local levels to implem ent
effec tive mitig ation strate gies, co-or dinati ng resear
ch data gathe ring and
inform ation sharin g, traini ng more speci alists and
initia ting pilot proje cts. The
knowl edge to reduce human and prope rty losses subst
antia lly is availa ble. The
Decad e is the time to apply that knowl edge effec tively
.
20. Tradi tiona lly, a hazar d-spe cific appro ach has
been taken to disas ter
mitig ation . For tile Decad e, whose goal, as ident ified
by the Gener al Assem bly, is
"to reduce ... loss of life, prope rty damag e and socia
l C'.nd econom ic disrup tion
caused by natur al disas ters", it is more ration al to
develo p an integ rated approa ch
to disas ter mitig ation . This appro ach takes into accou
nt the simil aritie s in
impac ts and in respon ses that transc end the differ ences
in physi cal cause s of the
disas ters.
21. In additi on to addre ssing disas ters in gener al,
policy maker s throug hout the
world should adopt an approa ch that integ rates the
full range of disas ter
manag ement activ ities. The sugge sted activ ities can
be class ified as preve ntion,
prepa redne ss, relie f, or resear ch, and they apply to
all physi cal class ificat ions
of natur al disas ters.
22. Preve ntion includ es the follow ing activ ities carrie
d out well in advan ce of a
possi ble disas ter:
(a)

Develo pment of scena rios of poten tial disas ters;

(b) Impro ved under standi ng of the risk by asses sing
the physi cal poten tial of
natur al phenom ena that may affec t comm unities (hazar
d mappi ng) combi ned with
assess ing popul ation expos ure and other indic ators
of vUlne rabili ty (vuln erabi lity
mappi ng) ;
(c)

Formu lation of govern ment polic ies and regul ations ;

(d)

Insta llatio n of detec tion and warni ng system s;

(e)

Educa tion of the public and traini ng of emerg ency teams
;

(f) Activ e preve ntion, includ ing land-u se restri ction
s, enviro nment al
manag ement such as reveg etatio n and refore statio n,
and appli cation of struc tural
engin eering measu res.
I . ..
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23. Prepar.a~e.A include. thft following activities undertaken
pre-impact and impact periodsl

(a)

Oper~tion

~uring

the

of detection and warning infrastructurB1

(b) Dissemination of warnings and instruction for actions to reduce impacts
on the individual I
(c) Communication of information Lo and from communities at risk before,
during and after the disaster.
24.

Relief include. the following activities in the post-impact periodt

(a) Provision of emergency post-disaster relier, including search and
health services and lifeline reconstruction1
(b)

r~scue,

Planning for and implementation of longer-term rehabilitation programmes.

25. Research include. the following activities aimed at eliminating gaps in
knowledge and at providing new means to mitigate d~sastersl
(8)

An increase in the knowledge base in specialized fields,

(b)

Improvement of monitoring systems and data

(c)

An increase in the effectlJeness of communications to communities at risk1

(d)

Development and demonstration of new means for combating 1isasters.

bas~s1

26. The experience of the industrial.ized countries shows ~hat there is
considerable opportunity to reduce the vulnerability of a community even when there
is no opportunity to modify the hazard itself. The technological expertise ~nd
knowledge are available but are not being properly applied. If brought to the
attention of decision makers in both the developing and industrialized worlds, this
body of scientific and technological information can help shift the emphasis of the
world community to pre-disaster planning, preparedness and prevention while
sustaining post-disaster relief capabilities. In fact, this changed fOCUR is thp.
major policy action required for a successful Decade. Its implementation will
requirel

(a) The involvement of all levels of the community, (rom worldwide down to
the local level;
(b) Co-operative exchanges to disseminate existing knowledge on technicnl
aspects and methods of education and information transfer;
(c) Co-operation to maximize research efforts and exchange ideas and
teChniques across disciplines.

I . ..
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27. These efforts require a hiqh degree of world mobilization towards prevention
nnd mitigation that is, to a policy based on pre-disaster action rather than on
post-disaster reaction.

II.

PNOBL!MS AND OPPORTUNITIES

28. Natural disasters result from inadequate planning, preparedness and prevention
measures. Hazards lead to disasters when a community is ill prepared, is exposed
unn~cessarily, is unable to provide or use warning signals effectively, and is
unable to mobilize a prompt and effective post-disaster recovery effort. The key
elements of preparednesa - whether in an industrialized or developing country - are
the s~e for all types of hazards. Although prediction capabilities have
identified high-risk areas, often the impacts are particUlarly severe when the
frequency of the hazard is low and preparedness is wanting. An integrated approach
to hazard reduction, which addressob all aspects of vulnerability and emphnsizes
pll\nrl.lng and preparedness, is the key to avoiding disasters.
A.

N.A.t.1U.o.L~.h . D§.te.r.LJ.nc luded-in

1.

~tural

the D.Ij;1ilt1e

disasters

29. r.arthquakes, by their localized intensity and present unpredictability, are
among the most devastating disasters of natural origin. They have been responsible
(01 the death of perhaps 1 million people in recent decades.
Certain areaa of the
gloho, such as the Pacific rim, are known to be particularly at risk, but other
areas reportedly not affected in recent centuries may be struck by unexpected
seismlc activity.
30. Volcanic eruptions can also have devastating effects, end there are major
historical and recent examples of cities left in ashes or buried in volcanically
induced mudflows. Although major disasters are rare because most volcanoes are
remota trom large popUlation centres, the 1985 eruption of Nevado del Ruiz,
r:olumbia, resulted in the loss of 22,000 lives. The potential for dIsasters
rem~ins significant, however, and mudflows induced by volcanic er\lptions have
cnIHH'c1 major destruction.
AI. LRnds1ides are !requently caused by meteorological or seismological events
thnt trigger the movement of unstable slopes. This instability is often
nXflcerbated by the denuding of hills. Although the affected Area i~ normnlly much
mnii.llfH' than in most of the other types of hazards, landslides are numerous fUHl
eHpecl~lly severe in densely populated areas, particularly in developing cOllntrie~.

12. Tropical cyclonas called hurricanes, typhoons and cyclones in different parts
uf the world, can have wind velocities approaching 350 kilometres per hour, rains
exceeding 80 centimetres in just a Cew days, and storm surges of 8 metre~ covering
h\lIldrpds of square kilometres. A single such storm can lead to more th~n 100,000
casualties. In addition to tropical cyclones, windstorms include localized

/
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tornadoe. that can create wind speeds of 500 kilometres per hour, leaving a wide
swath of destruction in their wake. Thunderstorms can cause locelized high win~1
and heavy raintall, leading to flash floods. World wide, wind-related disasters
cause an annual average of 30,000 deaths.
33. Floods, which .tem from the extreme rainfall of typhoons, cyclones and
monsoons, are the principal cause of cyclical catastrophes in certain areas.
R~verine flooding i. caused by heavy rainfall, protracted snowmelt, or a
c~mbination ot the two.
Floods can also be caused or exacerbated by changes to the
earth'. surtace from improper farming practices, defarestration, wildfires,
urbanization and unwise interlerence with the natural environment. Global warmlng
has the potential for raisiug lea levels, thus exacerbating coastal flooding.
34. From 1~30 to 1985, tlo00s impacted on some 185 million people, with perhaps
20 million left homeless and about 30,000 dead. It is a matter 01 grave concern
that such events are both more frequent and more disastrous in the developing
countries, creating a virtual disaster belt around the equator. Expansion of
cities and settlements intJ ~lood-prone areas is increasing the potential for flood
damage.
35. Tsunamis, large oceanic waves usually generated by a submarine earthquake or
volcanic eruption, increase in amplitude as they advance towards the shore, where
they become extremely damaging. Most countries along the Pacific rim and all the
Pacific islands are vulnerable.
36. Wildfires spread freely without control, scorching and devastating wide areas
of land. There is no clear-cut difference between natural fires and those Of h'~an
orlgin. As with other natural hazards, the location of communities in areas at
risk is a pre-condition to disaster. The buildup of biomass fuels determines the
intensity of wildfires, and the worst disasters occur where fires are infrequent.
The phenomena that drive wildfires across the landscape are dominated by naturell
forces, including the availability of biomass fuel, which may be accumulated
naturally or modified by people.
37. Drought is a complex environmental phenomenon, including long-term
climatologic changes and wide-scale ocean/atmosphere interactions as well as
ecological deterioration of human origin. The manag~ment of drought as a natural
disaster has many factors in common with ~lanagement of disasters of more sudden
OAlset. Drought predisposes the environment to several rapid-onset natural hazards,
including locust infestations and, in many ins~ances, flash floods. Drought alona
causes large agro-ecological damage and seriously disrupts socio-economic life.
Over this century, drought~ have tended to intensify as a result of accelerating
deforestation and l~-1e-scal~1 soil erosion, especially in Africa; their manAqement
globally has become a matter for urgent action.
38. Locusts are a significant threat to agriculture in central-eastern and north
Africa, the Middle East and west Asia, periodically breaking out in swarming
plagues. Locusts survive in remote, often semi··arid, areas where they escapA
detection and surveillance. Some swarms become as large as 40 to 80 billion
/
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insects, weigh 80,000 tons, and devour this weight in tood each day. They feed
largely on gra••es and related crops, taking the growing paths as well as the
leaves, flowers, fruits and seeds. The losses sustained Jring an extended locust
outbreak do untold damage to agriculture, livestock production and the forest
ecology of & large geographical region.
39. Industrial disasters are included in the Decade to the ektent that they can be
triggered by natural hazards or are secondary to natural disasters. In addition,
emergency planning, if well-designed for natural hazards, also Sflrves in cases of
industrial (technological) disasters.
2.

Other diSAsters

40. The preceding sections describe a broad array of natural phenomena that often
trigger disastrous events. The listing is not exhaustivel nor can it reflect
future, as yet unknown, types of disasters. For example, a newly recognized hazard
is the periodic anJ sudden release of trapped carbon dioxide from deep crater
1ak~s, as evidenced by the outburst in L~ke liyOS, Cameroon, that caused some 1,700
deaths in 1986. It is likely that within the Decade hazards that have been minor
until now will become more prevalent and severe. This difference could be due to
physical or biological changes in the environment because of degr8dation, warming
or disproportionate growth in numbers of certain species of insects or other
pests. The full implications of environmental degradation, and of global warming
in particular, for causing natural disasters have yet to be appreciated.
3.

Multiple

disast~

41. Although the major disaster types are described separately, such hatural
catastrophes more often occur as complex, multiple, int~rrelated processes ~ither
concurrently or as chain reactions rather than as isolated and dis~inct phenomena.
An earthquake triggers a submarine landslide, which also causes a tsunami, which
generates floods, which destroy property and kill people. The strong winds of a
tropical ~yclone cause extensive damage, the associated storm surges flood
low-lying coastal zones, and the associated intense rains induce flash floods and
landslides where slopes are steep and basins are small. Volcanic eruptions are
sometimes accompanied by severe lahftrs (avalanches of mud, melted ~now, ice ~nd
volcanic debris) and mudflows as well as by floods from melted snow or wildfires in
fire-prone vegetation. Secondary health hazards result from the application of
chemicals for locust control.
42. Natural disasters can trigger major industrial calamities when vulnerable
critical installations such as dams, pipelines, depots, and chemical plantH Rre nut
adequately protected by engineering techniques.
43. This complex etiology of disaste~s, as well as common approaches to
confronting the different hazards, suggest that the Decade will be markedly more
effective if an integrated hazard management approach is taken.
/
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B.

lmp.ediments tg

~lslst.[

[eOyctiQD

44. Experience shows that, especially in developing countries, a number of
impediments to effective disaster reduction must be combated if the Decade is to be
successful. They often include the followingl

(a) The conviction among governmental decision-makers and planners regarding
the value of comprehensive disaster mitigation plans}
(b) The shortage of personnel trained in disaster mitigation techniques and
of skilled disaster preparedness and relief personnel, leading to an understanding
of disaster plans among those who are expected to implement theml
(0)

The disaster prevention information in educational programmes;

(d) The serious difficulties of maintaining disaster awareness and developing
an efficient warning system where disasters are potentially severe but infrequent;
(e) The reliable and detailed documentation of disasters, their effects,
emergency plan and warning systems performance, and lessons learned in most
developing countries;
(f) The limitation of disaster planning activities in most developing
countries to emergency relief and their o~clusion from economic development plans;
(g) Limited co-operation for disaster planning and preparedness as well
post-disaster relief among neighbouring nations in a region or among nations
exposed to similar hazards;

6S

(h) The growth of urban centres leading to population congestion and
expansion into disaster-prone areas (e.g., flood plains, lowlands, coastal areas
and unstable hill slopes)}
(i) The understanding of tne merits and relative cost effectiveness of
planning and preparedness measures;
(j) Individuals' perceptions of ~osts and regulatory restrictions associated
with many disaster prevention measures.

c•
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45. Over the past two dec"des or so, the most effective disaster reduction
programmes have introduced significant changes in the approach to natural
disasters. Such programmes no longer cons.ider disasters as an inescapable [ate o[
nature but as phenomena often amenable to prevention and certainly to mitigation.
Consequently, the response to natural aisasters has shifted (rom post (acto
1.1:lprovization based on stereotypes to anticipation and a managerial approach based
on research.
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46. These new approaches are possible because basic Iesearch has corltxibuted much
to a better understanding of the causes of those natural phenomena which often
result in disasters. Moreover, modern technologies have been develcp~d that
decrease the vulnerability of buildings and other elements of socio-Rconomic life.
47. In some parts of the world, high, often capital-intensive, disaster mana9~ment
technology is being applied with ~onsiderable success. But damage levels contlnue
to rise because of increasing pressures to build in hazard-prone 4ceaa and because
of the proliferation of chemical plants and other potentially dangerous
technologies. Engineering measures, unfortunately, often encourage complacency and
disregard for preparedness and, as a result, can work at cross-purposes with damage
reduction.
Warning systems have substantially redllced the losses from some hazards (i. e. ,
floods, storms, drought and wildfires). Thare are opportunities to install
existing systems in developing countr ies, to expand education pr0'11"ommes so that
the population reacts positively to warnings, and to establish warning Systl ns for
other hazards as new knowledge becomes available.
48.

The Decade must involve and build upon the strengths of existing programmes
and institutions at the international, regional, national and local levels,
inclUding scJentific and technological professional societies, voluntary
organizations, United Nations sponsored and other international and L9gionBl
programmes, business groups, and educational institutions.

49.

It is envisioned that programmes for the Decade will include training and
implementation related to strengthening existing structures and to building
resis~ant structures and lifeline and health management syst~.ns, he~ard mapping,
land-use control, early warning systems, emergency preparedness, riak insurance,
and recovery planning. Although much proven technology clearly existE, recent
disasters point to the need for adaptive research and transfer of appropriate
technology to areas that are less well prepared. Special emphasis must be placed
on retention and ongoing training of personnel as well 8S on continued support for
equipment and facilities.
50.

D.

'1'hLDGA.de as an ..QR.\lQ..r.tunity.-t&~-5.~.\.e.nt...lfj.c
anl1.....t..e.chnolQg~

51. Recent advances in science and technology, incluJing improved under~tanding of
weather phenomena, the behaviour of the Earth's crust and factors affecting climate
changes, have been made possible by enhanced data gathering, management and
dissemination. In addition, improvements have been made in structural Anqineerinq,
public education capabilities and training facilities. These a1vanc~s in
knowledge - from the causes uf natural hazards, to means for predicting thei,onset. to techniq '13s for resisting their forces - make launching the DeCAde
prop! tlous.
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52. New instruments and enlarged networ'cs collect more and better uata on natural
phenomena and their intensity and occurrence than in earlier years. Improvements
in computer-based data management have led to i~proved understanding of underlying
phenomena such as the plate tectonics theory and to general circulation models of
the atmosphere. There are opportunities itl the Decade for extehsion and
integration of existing data bases using advanced comp~ter technology.
53. Another important breakthrough has been ~ata gathering by satellite, which
readily provides information globally. SatelUte data, for examrle, are extremely
instructive when coupled with ground truth ctata and remote imaging after a
disaster. They are especially valuable wherl compared with dat~ and im~gery
acquired at a time of normality (i.e., beforG a disaster). Enhanced co-ordination
can ensure that the aggregate of future developments in observations from space
will cover the world's most vulnerable u~eas with sufficient fX'equancy to yield
information of value to hazard warning in all regions at risk.
54. Satellites are a powerful new resource in weather forecas~ing and monitoring
of drought, storms, volcanoes, locust swarm~ and wildfires. They are now used in
the tsunami warning system and in weather monitoring. Satellites have many other
applications in hazard reduction: mapping of land forms prone to landslides and
flooding, monitoring fuel conditions conducive to the outbreak of wildfires,
identifying the tracks of tornadoes where tho~-e are no reliable climatic records
and providing information needed to determine likely directions for desert locust
invasion.
55. Although the mitigation of atmospheric disasters has made much ~rogress
through regional and international co-ope~at~on in the World Meteorological
Organization (WHO) World Weather Watch (WWW) system (for example, through the
establishment of regional cyclone committees and warning centres and the
construction of satellite platforms), in many countries ~he ne~d for the
establishment or improvement of early warning systems remains. WWW makes
standardized weather observations, prepares _eather forecasts and disseminates the
data and forecasts globally. Owned and operated 160 centlAries, WWW has three basic
components I a global observation system, a global telecommunication system aud l:i
global data-processing system. It could be a prototype for other co-operative
endeavours to enhance preparedness and early warning.
2.

Structurel

~n~ineering

56. Prediction of the onset of geological hazards has made little progress in
recent years, and short-term earthquake prediction will probably not be achievable
during the Decade, despite ongoing research. At the same time, however,
earthquake-resistant design has proven very effective.- and al.lvances ha'/e been made
in the design of buildings to resist wind forces, both at modest cost increments.
This positive situation must be balanced a~ainst the reality of the existing stock
of unprotected buildings that will require focused attention during the Decade.
I . ..
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Technical guidance and economic incentives will be needed to ensure that the
currently vulnerable building stock is either removed or strengthened.
3.

fUblic education

57. Inadequate preparedness and prevention mltasures against natural hazards
aggravate disasters greatly. The community ml~y be ill prepared, exposed and
vulnerable, and may have little or no information on the nature of the hazard or
what to do and be unable to mobilize a prompt and effective post-disaster recovery
effort. Informed individuals will have taken preparatory steps to reduce hazard
risks aud will be able to take appropriate action when given a timely warning.
Primary recovery and relief gpnerally rest with the affected community, and
adequate preparation of the public and training of the local community in rescue
and self-help are critical to their safety and survival.
58. In many countries, the communications media are a major messenger. In
addition to their conveying early warning and post-disaster information, they can
contribute to public understanding of disasters and awareness of opportunities for
seIC-protection. It seems natural that the media would become both the
spokesperson in the event c{ danger and a conduit for a gradual education of toe
public about disaster preparedness and mitigation. The media ~an enhance public
understanding and support for land use control, building regulations, evacuation,
and other prevention measures.
4.

Closing gaps in research

59. Although the application of existing scientific and engineering techniques to
disaster management can reduce losses, there are still gaps in knowledge and
failures in technology transfer. For instance, the mechanism of origin of some
disaster phenomena, such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, is not yet well
understood, making their short- or long-term prediction or assessment of disaster
potential highly uncertain. Similarly, because the vulnerability of some populous
areas is unclear, it is difficult to judge the cost effectiveness of potential
mitigation measures. These points suggest that, in addition to application of
existing knowledge, some part of the Decade's activities should address gaps in
knowledge.
III.

THRUSTS OF THE DECADE

60. In its resolution 42/169. the General Assembly specified several goals tu
reduce the loss of life, property d~nage, and social and economic disruption (~om
n~tural disasters.
For the Docade to ~ttain these goals, a detailed implementation
plan that is both feasible and cost effective will need to be developed after the
General Assembly adopts a framework for the Decade at its fOl'ty-foUl'th session.

I . ..
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61. The first point to be made relative to these goals is that disastp.r reduction
is possible. Although the examples of successful mitigation given in 11is section
for the most part relate to individual types of natural disasters, the lessonH
learned can apply to some degree to all disasters in all countries. The second
point is that, given the limited resources available, integrated disaster
preparedness is the appropriate course of action everywhere. Third, the
recommended framework required for the Decade derives directly from the variety of
actions, institutional structure, co-ordination and control necessary for
integrated disaster management.
62. Transforming this framework into a plan of action with specific targets is
necessary if the Decade is to be successfully implemented. Such a plan of action
would set targets for activities in widely differing regions and at vari0us lbvels,
establish procedures for allocating resources and would suggest ~tructures for
co-ordinating activities. This report sets forth the recommendeJ th~UE·ts and
framework for the Decade. As the next step, the Group of Experts recommends the
development of a programme agenda for constructing a plan 0f action.
63.

Even before this agenda is developed, the following priorities are evident:

(a) Recognition that proper attentioh and adequate resource allocations to
planning, preparedness and prevention will Ultimately lead to the reduction of
natural disasters;
(b) A shift in emphasis to pre-disaster planning and preparedness while
sustaining post-disaster relief capabilities;
(c) Public education to change society's perspective from fatalism to
awareness of the opportunity for disaster mitigation and the role of individuals in
protecting themselves;
(d) Development of scenarios of potential disasters to enhance disaster
awareness and develop the meanr for confronting and reducing such events;
(e) Establishment and/or enhancement of early warning
the requiroments of the region;

system~

compatible with

(f) Development of reliable historical data bases for disaster risk
assessment for use in land-use planning, engineering design and related coden and
regulatio~s to reduce vulnerability;
(g) The mapping of disaster-prone areas inhabited by large and vulnerable
populations;
(h) Integration of disaster prevention and preparedness into the national
local planning processes;

anl

(i) Enhancement of organizational strengths and training of spepialists to
improve disaster mitigation resources;
/
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(j) Promotion and implementation of a regionally co-operative and integrated
approach to disaster reduction;

(k)

Promotion of increased technology and knowledge transfer to those at risk.

A.

Benefits of improved risk assessment. early war.ning
and responu.

64. Several recent events demonstrate the need to improve our understanding of
disaster risk, increase the number of early warning systems, and be prepared.
65. In December 1988, northern Armenia, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, was
struck by an ear ~quake of about 6.9 magnitude. Tens of thousands of lives were
lost, four cities and hundred~ of villages were badly damaged or destroyed, and
social and economic life was seriously disrupted. Intensive rescue and relief
measures, including participation from about 70 countries, were undertaken. Most
experts believe that better earthquake-resistant building designs and construction
practJces would have greatly reduced the consequences of that earthquake.
Disastrous results also occurred in Mexico City during the 1985 magnitude 8.1
earthquake, whose epicentre was about 350 kilometres away from the city. Some
10,000 people died and damage totalled an estimated $US 4 billion.
66. Much of the loss in these earthquakes could clearly have been averted had a
better understanding of the risk been developed and appropriate preparedness
measures been planned and undertaken. In particular, the consequences would have
been less severe if existing methods of 10ng- and intermediate-range earthquake
<~ssessment had been implemented and the results used to guide land-use planners,
i\rchitects and civil engineers if existing building codas had been enforced more
[\Illy, and if the emergency communications system nd rescue operations had been
adequately planned. In particular, the understanding of the risk in Mexico City
would have been greatly enhanced had more accurate studies been undertaken on
microzonation - the identification and mapping of subsoil characteristics on a
loealized basis. The need for improved microzonation applies to many other natural
diRasters and hence to the advisability of launching a number of microzoninq
pr.ojects throughout the world.
f'7.
Observation of earthquake damage points up the desirability of C\ concentrated
mitigation effort at a specific site. For example, Mendoza, Argentina, a city neal·
Siul,1uall, frequently suffers serious earthquake damage, and it. could he H le:d. sitp
[ot: new mitigation approaclles. The project would include drafting a modern
hllilding code, evaluating retrofitting procedures and educating prof~ssionals.
'l'}wse people, in turn, would train engineers and teChnicians who are, res!:,ectively,
In charge of structural design and construction supervision and of quality control
in construction.

These experiences also suggest that an early rriority for the Decade should b~
to draft model scenarios and protocols for mutual assistance, including guidelines
[or identifying needs and for developing assistance agreements between and among
Ili\t.ions. (See appendix I, paras. 3 and 4.)
fiR.
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69. Hurricane Gilbert, the stronge"t hurricane experienced in the Caribbean since
scientific observations began, aff~cted Jamaica and the CaY~R1an Islands in 1988 but
led to surprisingly few deaths there. In Jamaica, the death toll was only 45, and
in U.e very exposed Cayman Islands there were no deathL. In comparison, uemaica
lost m~re than 150 people in a wea~er hurricane (Charlie) in 1951, when the
popula~ion was only half that of 1988.
The main cause for this lesser number of
cSduslties w~~ improvement in the warning system made possible by space technology,
coupled with a regional system for the timely delivery of warnings to the
threatened countries and, in the case of Jamaica, better knowledge of areas at high
risk from flooding. In addition, ,1amaica and the Cayman Islands had developed
national emergency response procedures and increased public awareness of both the
threat of severe weather and hurricanes and the need for planned responses to the
warnings at the in~ividual, family and organizational levels. In both Caribbean
countries, these relatively low-cost measures reduced injuries and th~ number of
deaths.
70. Similar examples from other areas at high risk from cyclones, including Hong
Kong, Cuba and the Pr.ilippines, demonstrate the fa~t that the loss of life,
injurles and certain types of economic damage can be significantly rllduced by the
systematic application of risk assessment techniques, better warning systems and
planned responses.
71. In November 1970, a tropical cyclone coincident with a high tide and heavy
rainfall occurred in Bangladesh, leaving more than 300,000 dead an( 1.3 million
homeless. Adequate warnings had been issubJ by the Chittagong Meteorologicol
Office at the time, but many people were unwilling to leave their homes. In
May 1985, a cyclone of comparable stren;th and a storm surge almost as great as the
one in 1970 struck the same area; the loss of life, although still substantial at
10,000 deaths, was less than 5 per cent of that in 1970. The difference related
not so much to a failure in hazard prediction or in official warnin~s in 1970 but
to the combined effects ot some improvements in 1988 in hazard prediction, better
local dissemination of disaster warnings and a better prepared pUblic responding tn
the warnings.
72. These examples demonstrate t.he value of regional monitoring arrangements,
improved risk assessment, accurate forAcasting and prediction and well-desiqnerl
~yctems to facilitate timely and credible warnings.
Equally comprehensive
programmes in other cyclone-prone regions should produce comparable results.
Similar techniques applied to other hazards are also possibl~. These cases also
demonstrate the importance of involving behavioural scientists and commurdcfll. iOrl
specialists j - ensuring that the population at risk comprehends and responds
appropriately to warnings. Public education to ensure optimal usp. of wArning
messages needs to be accepted as an integrAl component of warning systemn.
73. Efficient early ~arning technologies for a variety of natural hazards Are used
in many parts of the world. Wider implementation of such systems, combined with
community preparedness to respond to warnings, could considerably reducp natl'ral
disasters. These systems are cost efficient because they are hased on existing
communication systems and inexpensive computer facilities.
/
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'14.
All warning systems consist of a basic framework that can be implemented in a
variety of settingsl
(a)
A b::.'oad spectrum of monitoring techniques, ranging from highly technical
instrumentation to simpler monitoring devices and local observations;

(b)

The transfer of monitoring data and/or observations to an evaluation body;

(c)

Prediction or forecasting of impending hazards based on the date received;

ld)

Issuance of the warning to communities and the public at risk.

Because warning systems employ a wide variety 01 aUdiovisual media, these
Rystems should be evaluated early in the Decade in term~ of individual countries'
neods.
National and regional hazard specialists, communications technicians end
media experts would begin in selected are~s at risk (f.or example, key coastal zones
fOl tsunamis), with some assistance from countries with pertinent experience. In
many instances, such systems could be built upon existing communications systems.
(HflP. t.he description of Iceland s programme in appendix I, para. 2, for example.)
75.

t

1b. The marginal costs for many new warning systems would be low because the
communications technology is in place and labour could be provided as a supplement
to existing [orecasting ana communications services. The projects should yield
u:iqnificant benefits in high-risk areas where evacuation or access to safe shelter
is n feasible response to the hazard.

B•
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The advantages of an integrated approach to earthquake management can also be
the actions taken in Japan and Argentina and the resulting reduction in
LivAR lost and property damaged.

11.

HPnll in

Japan is highly exposed to natural hazards. In the great earthquake o[ 1923,
than 140,000 died and the damage to property was immense. From 1966 ol1ward,
fullowing implem3ntation of the Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act of 1961,
(\ i:;i.\Bter statistics decreased steadily. A speci f ic demonstr3tion is the
lniUlnit".llc1(! {L6 earthquake thflt occurred with its epicentre r.ear Tokyo in 19137.
Two
pl!ople died, 10 were injured, and the damoqe was negligible.

1R.
more

San Juan, Argentina, was destroyed by an eal-thquake in 1944, exacting [\ high
loll in life and property. The cit.y was rebuilt accol-ding La modern
I'ill"thquflke··resistance standards. When a more severe shock struck the areu in 1977,
tht' dfUllf\ge was much less than in 1944 except for some adobe houses that had
~ul·vivp.d the earlier earthquake.
"Ill.

Til both ,Japan and Argentinn, comm\\l,~ty vulne~i'lbility had been escalatlng, ancl
thf' plnnning and preparedness after tl.t-! first earthquake waG succl."ssful i.n red\lr.ing
vIIlllerability.

110.
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81. A more complicated demonstration of the need for planning and preparedness
occurred in July 1988, when Bangladesh was ravaged by the most severe r.lood
recorded within its borders. Snow melt and intense rainfalls prevailing over the
two major river systems (Brahmaputra and Ganges) raised the water level~
dramatically. Three-quarters of the country's land was inund&~ed, more than l,~OO
lives were lost, and nearly 45 million were adversely affected.
82. The July 1988 flood in Bangladesh could not have been preven ~J, but the
magnitude and severity of damage resulting from the uncontrolled nature of this
particular incident are susceptible to reduction measures. There is no easy
solution to this complex problem. Although flooding in lo~'-lying Ban~ladegh is
necessary for rice production, its proper control is required. ~his effort would
entail concerted basin-wide land-use planning and watershed management by
Bangladesh and the neighbouring countries. Such a strategy would require key
capital investments in the form of interconnected stora~e and transfer darns and
canals as well as other flood control structures in the upland and flood pl~ln
areas.

83. Disaster preparedness through accurate prediction, timely warning and adequate
response capability ca~ substantially reduce the loss of life, but it is less
effective in reducing property damage. Often the magnitude of a natural hazard i6
so great that damage is inevitable. In other instances, however, ter~nological
intervention can significantly cut potential economic losses. Such reduction may
require direct hazar6 modification by land-use planning and other techniques as
well as the introduc~ion ot known disaster-resistant construction. As an example
of direct hazard modification, flood control consists of major civil engineerL.g
construction (for example, dams or embankments) or reforestation and erosion
control. Such capital intensive public works are promoted under existing United
Nations programmes. A major concern of the Decade should be the co-ordination of
the plaL~in9 and operation of such major proj~cts with other disaster reduction
proposal.,;.
84. Improved land-use planning and more otringent buildinq regulations in arAas of
high risk have effectively reduced the impact of many types of natural disH~ter~.
Some of the most spectaCUlar examples relate to earthquakes, 8S cited f!Arlier.
85. The value of land-use planning in disaster reduction iJ al~o Apparent in the
case of landslides. In Japan, more than 9,000 homes were lost, aud more thEIIl 600
people killed in 1938, but since legislation for land-use planning nnd slope
control was introduced in 1950, only 1,300 homes were destroyed and 330 peopl~
killed in 1982, the worst year for landslides. The benefits of legislative cuntroJ
(or landslide damage are also illustrated by the exp~rience of Los Angeles,
California, United States; damage from severe storms in 1978 was 10 times greater
flt: sites developed prior to the legislation than at sites developed nfte:warn.
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86. These examples reinforce the importance of more extensive application of
existing knowledge, extensive disaster preparedness education and demonstration
projects to facilitate technology transfer.
D.

Benefits of locust research

37. The desert locust outbreaks from 1~86 to 1988 in many countries of the Sahel
sharply reminded the world of the major hazard this locust, as well as other major
locust pests, constitute to agriculture and to food production in particular.

8A. Present control, which consists of large-scale spraying of locust swarms and
hoppar bands with insecticides, is known to have sh rtcomings. It is not
particularly effective in physical terms because the control it achieves is not
sustainable. Nor is it cost effective because of the changing nature of this
moving target. There is also widespread concern about the envirorunental
consequences of repeated insftcticide applications and the accumulation of certain
~arsistent chemicals in fragile ecosystems.

n9. Development of an alternative biologically oriented means of control is a high
pt"iority. Its aim would be to redu~e the locust population buildup in the breeding
nrans, eliminating or forestalling the initiation of swarming, and destabilizing
BHl<Un} maturation and egg laying.
go. Research proposals for developing technology packages for sustainabl~ locust
nnd grasshopper management have recently been put forward at scientific meetings in
AI"riCA and elsewhere. They consist of investigation and adoption of a new
intograted pest management strategy from the following five promising options,
which ~oncerted research and development efforts should make available:
(8)
Biological control of locusts and grasshoppers to reduce viability
multiplication of recession populations and to enhance virulence of locust
pathogenic agents;

~nd

(b) Use of pheromones and kairomones to control locusts by disrupting or
modifying their specific behavinur loading to swarming, synchronizatioli of
maturation and egg laying, and initiation of marching among immatures;
(c) Effective use of endocrinology to control locust phas~ chanqe and
grpgnriou8 behaviour patterns through the use of hormone RnalogueR and Antihormona
rtqnnto to interfere with the process of phase change;
(el)

New approaches to the use of bRits, especially chemical attrnctantti.
of pathogenic ml'\terial, and other altern~"t.ive products;

f'IlCHP~ll1E,tion

(e) Use of weather-dependent population dynamics and simulation mode.l.ling tu
predict population trends in recession Rod thus to facilitate control in the early
~lRqeH or outbreaks.
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91. Such programmatic thrusts for the Decade should soon lead to a considerable
reduction in deaths and casualties, societal disruption and economic losses from
natural disanters. To be successful those programmes should be interdisciplinary,
bringing together a diversity of expertise.
The programmes will require the
commitment and co-operative effort of many individuals and institutions at both the
international and national levels.
IV.

PARTICIPANTS IN THE INTERNATIONAL DECADE FOR NATURAL
DISASTER REDUCTION

92. This secti~n discusses the organizations - international ane\ national
entities, regional groupings, professional bodi~s and others - than can, and
should, contribute to a successful Decade. Although many of them are contributing
significantly to disaster mitigation, a constructive and co-ordinated effort (~an
achieve a level of accomplishment that is not possible by the individual groups or
countries acting alone. Examination of this whole range of institutions, in terms
of a concerted global effort in early warning and preparedness, crisis management,
loss mitigation after the event and public education to prevent losses from natural
disasters, has not been attempted in a comprehensive mdnner. Nevertheless, it is
apparent that many organizations within the United Nations system are already
playing a significant role in various aspects of dia,ster reduction, and a variety
of international scientific, technological, humanitarian and business organizations
are actively engaged in reducing disasters. The International Council of
Scientific Unions (ICSU), among others, has already strongly endorsed the Decade
and is undertaking detailed preparations for its participation.
93. It is essential that the knowledge, skills and resources, motivation and
dedication of these organizations and their capacity to translate these
opportunities into ~ost effective, timely and continuing programmes of natural
disaster reduction be brought to bear on the challenge of the Decade.

94. The United Nations and ita ~ystem of organizations are uniquely placed to play
A leading role in the Decade through their expertise in social, health, economic
and technical sectors, inclUding disaster management and mitigation. This role
stems from the organizations' global and regional structure, their general and
specialized interests in many fields ~nd their various operational activitie8 in
areas of concern.
95. Organizations of the United Nations system, both individually and
collectively, have operational and programme management capabilities that can be
applied to the Decade. Through field, regional and headquarters operations, the
organizations of the United Nations system are aware of the needs of disaster-prone
developing countries and are important pbr~~cipants in developm~nt activities.
With such representation, they can encourage disaster awareness 10 the development
programmes of individual nations.
/
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96. The United Nations and its system of organizations &re well placed to serve 85
a primary agent for the exchange and dissemination of information concerning
natural disaster reduction. Through its information centres network, it reaches
the opinion-forming m'dia in both developing and industrialized countries.
Moreover, United Nations specialized agencies have extensive contacts with
scientific and technological institutions as well as with health services, many of
whIch will be active in the Decade. The United Ndti~n8, therefore, can amas~ data
about the plans and activities of all Governments, organizations and inatitut.tons
taking part in efforts to reduce the loss of life, property damage and social and
economic disruption caused by natural disaster.s.
B.

Uniteg Natlimi......I.Y.i..t.flDL..i.n....telation to national KU-'lJ..t..le.a

97. The organizations of the United Nations syst~m are an important ~gent for the
transfer of information and te~hnology regarding natural disaster reduction1 this
function is especially important because many potential users may be unaware of
what is available. The sensitivity of the United Nations to the cultural and
economic diversity of nations will prove useful in this regard.

ga.

Responsibility [or preparations (or the Decade was assigned by the
Secretary-General to the Director-General for Development and International
Economic Co-operation and to the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator.
qg. Each organization of the United ~ations system would prepare its own action
plnn for the Decade in the context of the overall programme for t.he Decade.
Co··operation among these organizations is essential, and B United Nations system
co-ordination mechanism would facilitate interaction.

100. h measure of success or the Decade will be the implementation withill national

borders or changed approaChes to clisaster mitigation, beginning with an integrated
nntural disaster management orientation and an increased focus on planning And
prepAredness. Governments will t.ake IIBtional responsibilit.y [Ot' implement.ation of
progrfU11mes for natural disaster reduction, and meeting DeCAde goals wi 11 n!C(ui re
the establistunent of national entities that can bring together t.he full 1-allge or
llkills needed. These national entities may well differ in composition and
l.uUl~lions in different countrleB but in general will promote t.he c'\ctivitieH uC the
Decnde, advise theL Governments nn priorities for the Decade, programmes, and
projects most appropriate for their countries, and serve as points of contact with
UIP. int.ernatlonl'll and regional elements of the Decade.
10L. Each country will need to decide how best to structure and finance a national
Pont.H.y. Common to all, however, will be the pooling of resources and skills needed

/
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to develop successful integrated disaster reduction programmes, including planning,
science and technology policy, research, pUblic education and information
dissemination. Links are needed with experts in a wide range of scientitic,
engineering and health disciplines as well as with investment banking, private and
professional aBlociationB, voluntary agencies, the media, educational institutions
and other entities whose actions can effect disaster reduction. Links with the
donor community are also important to the success of national entitieu.
102. The national entity could be within or outside a national government.
Committee members could include representatives of government, academic, renearch,
and professional organiza~ion8 and other interest groups. The latter could include
the financial and insuran~e sectors and community voluntary and other
non-governmental organizations experienced in dealing with popUlations at. high-risk
locations. Official representatives could come from agencies responsible for
meteorology, seismology, emergency management, land-us. planning, building
regulations, health servicls, legal affairs, civil protection, public works and
public utility policy. The national entity must be capable of interacting with tha
Rcientific and professional communities and with the public to promote and
facilitate achievement of Decade goals. Governments may wish to review the
national entities already established.
103. The second essential element of a national entity is that it is linked to
community level natural disaster mitigation efforts, the organizational structure
of thft Decade and regional inDtitutions associated with the Decacle. In thiH Wl'!y,
thft national entity woul~ establish a framework for activities for the Decade at
the national and local levels and woulc1 link the regional and internl'lUonal
ol'glU1izations dealing with the Decade. It would also provide a mechanhrn Cur
determining priori ties anI! new programme initiatives, provide the means for
mobliizing knowledge for ~atural disBster reduction and personnel training, ~nd
identify financial resources for supporting programme activities of thft national
entity and their regional and international extensions.
104. Whatever the organizational structure of these national entities, each nhould:

(a)

Develop a national pl",n for activities of the DecHde;

(b) Co-ordinate policy analysis, development and legislation regl'!rding
natural disaster reduction, monitoring, early warning and forecasting, evaclJotion
planning, relief and rehabilitation;
(c) Create and/or improve the awareness of the public: and of government.al
officials of the great loss of life, property and qualit.y of lift:! throuqh llFlt.urrl1
disasters 1
(d) Develop logistic support and a legislative framework for e£fective
disaster reduction measures,
(Q)

Evaluate national

progr~mme8

in terms of goals of the Decade;

/
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(l) Bring donors and benefactors together for concerted action to support
DeCAde and permanont activities thereafter;

(9) Encourage preparednesR through the development of
quick-reaponse self-help strategies;

th~

locali~p.d

(h) Promote research, development and technology transfer to fill the gaps in
knowledgo related to natural disasters.

E.

~eJljJJ.no.l

c.no_l,ijj!.imnand

.bi.lcto.(~_

cmLmu,l tilatf.'rol

IU Ulr~'lUITl.ilUt Ii

105. Although national entities are the foundation of the Decade.

they must bo able
to interact with regional groupingg often organized around concern for cummon
lHlzards.
(See appendix I I [or I'l br ie [" description of reglona I. hazards iUld needs.)
These groupings provlde the means for ac1dressing hazards whose impacts trRnscend
national boundaries nnd for developing common solutions to shared hazards.
()ccBRionally, the grouping is one of shared interests or complementary resources
father than geographic proximity, I'lnd the basis may be historic and/or cultural
fRlatlonships 86 well as shared risk.
lOfi. Bilateral agreements between the donor community and developing count~ien
commonly deal wi t.h investments cd t.ical to a community after a nat.ural d LSl'IstfH,
'I'hoy include hospitals, power stations, schools and other public buildings llsed aG
rnfuqefJ 01 emfJy-gency housing, .t1l[I'I'U;l.nwture, including water SUPl?plles, fwd
communicBtion6. MultilntfJrAl oid prognunmes should be exploitoel to givp. gT"t!f\tor
n\.tolltioll t.o the role oC disaster reduction in social and economic c1eveloplnf!IIL,
Ilnnol' nnd devt"loping (~ount.rieH ~houlcl protect_ these investmant.r; through dA" i~ln t11H!
11ll~f\\.lon of projects as well as throl\gh bilateral educational exdu:IIlge,
(:ummoll
nppror.lche~ t.o diRBst.er re8ear(:h Rnd mnnagement mAy be most productive 1y IwudlfHl ol.
tht-l regional level, where bilaterr\l and multilateral lenc1ing and invest.ment
Inl~tl.l:uttons can contribute to the disc:usaion of common concerns.

10-/. MF\ny indepflnc1ont. physlcfLl nud ~ocil'\l scient.if ic AS well as tpchnoloqi.cn I nncl
1'1 () fl!HH .lOlH~l urqanizRt..iolls hnvp hi ,,1".01- i call y f!ngaged in mu 1 ti 1 H\.E' rl'\1 pIll ifH~1 ~;
"Pill-fld \.owards not.ural disast.Hl' ,'educt.ion.
Most. of thesp. organiZi'\t.tOlHi li .... wi.thin
J('SIJ, I.hf! World Fedpl"i:\t:ioll of F.nqiTlf!Hdnq (lrq"mizatiorH; (WFEO) f\l\d t.llf~ Unton (II
Illt-f!fni'\t.iollal Technicfl1 ASf;n(~intiOl\g (IIA'rl). Iefill has r.11rp.acly rlf!f.inp.(1 J"tHWj-II·('!l
prOil!('Ls that, would clotif! SOlnt' uf t.1lf! cnll:ic=\l gRpS in the ficiellt.i tic IH\lH! nf!I'PBIHll Y
rOI- I'flduct.ioll 01 lIi'\t.ural (1!I;f\:,t.lHS.
MnllY other orqan.tzi'\t.ionR IHWP expI-Hsf,fHl
HUppOft (01· the DeCAdE!; fwme nre nlnHH1l' plnuning activit_ier. for thE' [l\'cmlf', which
wnlllr! be conducted by resAArclHHG nt. ncnclmn_i.C' inst.itutionfl rmcl pnH:I'.it,iol1HIH in

industry nnd elsewhere.

/
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108. In addition to their traditional role of advancing the fundamental
understanding of the natural phenomena that cause natural ~isasters, the
international physical and social scientific as well as technological and
professional organi_ations would alsol

(a) Create awareness of and interest in the Decdde through their
international meetings and forums;
(b) Encourage their memberships to promote and participate in the f.ormulation
of national entitie.;
(c)
Decade;

Suggelt criteria for sslection of projects and other activities for the

(d) Support the development and/or enhancement and standardization of
scientific and technological data bases that will ensure a common foundation for
future activities;
(e) Participate in planning pilot projects chat could provide visibility to
the Decade while providing a measure for a~complishment;
(f)

Undertake pilot projects that, if successful, would be broadly replicable;

(g) Develop international and regional co-operative research projects and
training courses to close the knowledge gaps directly related to objectives of the
Decade.

109. Many governmental, intergovernmental and international institutions as wall as
most universities undertake research that is important to disaster preparedness,
information transfer and training. They therefore present a most important source
of basic knowledge and technological expertise for the Decade, and they ahould be
brought into the mainstream of activities durin9 the Decade.

H.

Othi[

se~t.~.

110. Other sectors have a part in the reduction of natural disasters.
much to reduce the losses from such disasters.

1.

They enn do

.Insurance

111. By virtue ot its risk coverage in all fields, particularly life and property,
the insurance industry il interested in the prevention and reduction of natura!
disalterl. Thus it Can be expected to play an active role in any initiative
leading to early warnings and to improved safety standards for buildings, energy
/,
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systems and other infrastructure. Closer collaboration within the industry, its
own research into causative factors, and scientific research on natural hazards are
essential to insure against risks, some of which are becoming almost uninsurable.
Premium discounts and other incentives for introduction of safety features and
improved building standards could be developed further to ensure an equitable
balance between the profits to the insurers and the benefits to the insured.
Industry funding of basic research on disasters in general should be possible.
2.

Banking and other financial

institut~

112. As with insurance, the banking industry and other financial institutions can
influence what is built by lending only when projects meet disaster-resistant
standards. The adoption by Governments of national building codes and land-use
plans will promote disaster reduction and enhance the investment climate.
113. Another important function of the banking industry is lending money for
post-disaster recovery. In this sense, banking is complementary to the in~urance
industry, but it can be a more active participant in reconstruction and
development. The World Bank, for example, provides loans for reinvestment after
natural disasters, not for relief, which incorporate measures that will assist in
reducing future disasters. In the long run, disaster reduction is cost erCective
Bnd of benefit to all parties. In the short term, developing countries must have
the opportunity to participate fully in disaster reduction programmes without
detracting from their basic development efforts.
3.

Commun~c~~.media

114. The media play an important role both in informing the public about disaater
situations and in mobilizing pUblic opinion in the mitigation of their efforts.
The famine in Ethiopia frolo 1983 to 1987 and the floods in Bangladesh in 1981i are
noteworthy examples. In some areas, the media are already integral to early
warning systems for locust outbreaks, wildfires, floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, and
volcanic eruptions. Where it is feasible, the support of the media in disaster
prevention and post-disaster mitigation should be solicited.

lIb. Advanced telecommunications, in addition to helping educate the public and
timely warnings, can be applied to international disaster relief. The
abIlity to restore shattered communications - data, voice and video - at limes of
mnargency is growing rApidly t.hrough nmall satellite np-links. In t.he main, t.hese
benefits can be achieved with small add-ons to existing systems. In the past rew
yeat'H, dramatic changes have t.aken place to ~edl\Ce the scale ami cost of equipment
neecled to communicate internl'ltionRlly.
p~oviding

/
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4.

Other industries

116. Industry can contribute to the mitigation of natural disasters in s9verel ways:
(a)

Building to disaster-resistance standards;

(b) Developing disaster-resistant materials and construction systems and
promoting their appropriate use by architects, engineers, and contractors;
(c) Developing environmentally accepldole insecticides and chemical
retardants for emergency use against locusts and wildfires;
(d) Developing and producing special emergency equipment for rapid deployment
in disaster areas.
In addition, industry has a societal obligation to recognize and plan for the
tragic consequences of technology failure initiated by a natural hazard. In doing
so, industry should work closely ~lth disaster management authorities.
I.

Civil protection and voluntary organizations

117. During the Decade, numerous civil protection and voluntary organizations will
make special efforts to improve their disaster readiness through planning and
communication with the public. Some of these organizations are undertaking
education and training for disaster management. Their activities are particularly
important in disaster-prone developing countries, and their participation in the
Decade should be actively sought. It is also essential that civil protection
agencies plan and legislate for disaster relief to ensure wise decisions on offers
of assistance from foreign countries.
118. Civil protection agencies that participate in the International Civil Defense
Organization (IeDO) are recognized as post-disaster relief bodies. but in many
countries they undertake important disaster preparedness functions. They establisl
and maintain warning systems ann public shelters, plan evacuation procedures and
emergency communications, train relief personnel and co-ordinate disaster
management. Because they have been involved mainly in planning and preparing for
impending disasters for which the response is often implemented by other
organizations, they should now be actively encouraged to become involved in an
integrated approach to disaster management.
119. At the international level, a considerable numt3r of voluntary agencies is
engaged in disaster relief and to some extent in disaster preparedness and
ntion. Many of them are members of the International Council of Voluntary
(leVA). Major international voluntary organizations are increasingly
.ng the importance of disaster preparedness. The Decade should be
instrwlental in fostering initiatives in this area and in pooling financial and
human resources.

I ••
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120. The League of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (LCRCS) is a member of

ICVA. The League tunctions through its national societies, each of which could
develop a preparedness plan, train relief personnel, implement pre-disaster
measures such as stockpiling relief goods, plan emergency transportation and
participate in national committees.
121. In addition to organizations affiliated with the League, most countries have
other voluntary organizations involved in disaster preparednesR and relief. To
strengthen the role of these organizations, co-ordir.ating committees might help
train them in disaster preparedness and relief operations. These voluntary
organizations would thus be an important asset in providing self-help at the
national level in case of disaster anG in increasing pUblic aWllreness in disaster
prevention and preparedness. Their resources shculd be organi~ed to facilitate
rapid co-ordinated deployment in case of disaster. C~-ordination, which is
particularly important for disasters requiring internati~n~l response, should
precede the departure of volunteers from their ~wn countries.
122. In several countries, such as China, It3ly, Iceland and J~pan, volunteer
groups are organized to reduce damage from ~~tural disasters. Most of their
activities are directed to protecting life and property and to providing public
education and training for disaster management. Organizin~ disaster volunteer
groups in these countries will be one of the more significant tasks to be promoted
by the Decade.

J.

Donor organizations

123. In its resolution 42/169, the General Assembly recognized the fact that
national authorities bear primary responsibility [or implementing activities of the
Decade. In many instances, particularly in developing countries, external
resources will play an important role. Ond such role would be support for the
education and training of peraonnel from the developing world in scientific,
technological, health and operational mat~er~ relating to disaster reduction.
Funds may be made a\ailable through either a formal bilateral arrangement or B
trnited Nations system programme. Non-governmental organizatio~s can alse make an
important contribution.

124. International, regional and national funding organizations should consider
nmbodying natural disaster reduction elements in their activitieR.
V.

ORGANIZATIONAL CRITERIA AND CONCEPTS

125. The International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction depends for its
succeSl; on the wholehearted participation of the people of the world, wit.h thf!
assistance of expet·ts from many fields - govenunentnl and non-goveuJJTlenlal
on.ti;wizations at the national, regional and international levell;, all eount l il:!~,
and various funding sources. Institutional arrangements should be suffiriently
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f:exible to facilitate and encourage the widest possible range of actions, while
ensuring the development of integrated multihazard programme.
126. O~ganizational
following,
(a)

ar~angements

must ensuee the full participation of the

National Governmentsl

(b) Experts from many fields (for example, science, engineering, education,
health and disaster management);
(c)

All the relevant bodies of the United Nations system;

(d) Non-governmental organizations, voluntary groups and scientific and
engineering societies, including those under ICSU, wrFO and UATI l~brellns;
(e) Mul~ilateral and regional intergovernmental organizations both within and
outside the United Nations system:
(f) Economic sectors impacted by disasterb. such as insurance, banking,
construction, agriculture, tourism and communications:

(g)

Regional funding organizations.
A.

NatiQnal arrangementR

127. The success of the Decade and the cQntinuitl Qf its prQgrammes will be
determined to a large extent by what individual cQuntries and, indeed, by what
communities do. Within a community, everyone must understand the risks and know
what to do in the face of a disastrous event. In addition, because many natural
hazards e~fect more than one coun~ry, bilateral and regiQnal programmes are
important.
128. In its resolution 42/169 the General Assembly ancouraged the establishment of
national committees to co-ordinate activities for the Decade. Because the most
extensive and important efforts to mitigate the impacts or disasters must be
undertaken at the national and local levels, there must b~ arrangements for
cringing t~gether national and local experts and organizations to facilitate
effective interaction with national, regional and international programmes.
129. The mechanilms for fostering and ~o-ordinating national entities will v~ry
from one country to another. Generally, they should CO-Qrdinate their {~ountrles'
participation in the Decade and work, at its nationa: level to achieve objectives
of lhe Decade, including,
(a) 8r1n91n9 toqether their countries' experts and institutions for natural
disaster mitigation/
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(b)
Working towards the early development and adoption of a national plan,
which will focus national attention and provide a means for countries to interact
with each other;

(c) Improving societal attitudes and preparedness to confront natural
disasters 1
(d) Bringing donors together in a single forum with other participanto in the
Decade for concerted action ... natur:ll disasters 1
(e) Reaching beyond national boundaries for effective participation
regionally and globally through establishment of formal liaison with the
international organizational structure of the Decade and through participation in
regional and international forums dedicated to issues examined during the Decade.
B.

.I.ntunational arrangements

130. Co-ordination among national

entitie'~ and global activities requires a small
and efficient international organizational structure. The Group of Experts
recommends the creation of a board of trustees of the Decade consisting of
internationally eminent personalities, a committee of the Decade composed of
disaster mitigation experts, anl a small secretariat. A trust (uJld should be
~stablished to support the board of trustees, t~e committee, the secretariat and
activities for the Decade. The trust fund should be able to receive funds for
spacial projects.

131. The goals of the Decade must mobilize governments, industries, thp. mass media

and other groups so that they work together to reduce the suffering and ~conomic
impacts of natural disasters. Indeed, the Decade must be so visible that people
th~ world over identify with it and face up to the potential for disasters in their
Areas. To ensure their widest applicability, goals and proqrammes should be
reviewed by promlnent individuals from the scientific, technological and political
communities.

132. A board or trustees should be established, with the (ollowing responsibilities:
(a)
'i'O advise the Secret.ary-General on goals and obJectives or tiu? Uecadp
evaluate the ovel.ill programme;

(b)
Decade .:

To enhance pUblic and national awareness

an~

i'mel

provide visibility to the

(c) To encourage involvement of not only national governments but also the
pri vate sector 1
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(d) To work with the Secretary-General to develop a trust fund, seeking
support from national ~overnments, indultry, foundations and other potential
source.,
(e) To advi.e the Secretary-General on the membership of the commitcae of
Decade to enlure both technical competence and balancel
(f)

tl~

To evaluate the performance of the activities of the Decade.

133. Member. of the board ot trustees should be appointed by the
Secretary-General. Each .hould serve for three or four years. The 5 to 10 members
should be internationa'.ly eminent personalities, luch al former heads of State and
leaders from academia, indu.try and the broadcast and print media. The board
should meet annually, perhaps more frequently in the early years of the progr~me.
Z.

Committee of tho

D~

134. Within the organizational structure proposed for the Decade, the focus of many
of the regional and international ftctivities and the soullding board for the overall
programme il the committee of the Decade. Members of the committee should be
appointed by the Secretary-General upon the recommendation of the board of
trustees. The committee, consisting of scientific, technological and other
p:ofessionall from throughout the world, must reflect the different interests and
needs of individual countrie. and regions. ~lt~ough most projects will be
developed at the national level, the committee should develop and monitor a plan of
action that take. into account the national, regional and global pro9r~mes of
organizations of the United Nations system, other donors and non-governmental
organizations.
135. The primary re.pon.ibilities of the committee would bel
(a) To develop and maintain a plan of action, including subprogramma plAns J.n
S'nch areas as re.earch and engineering, early warning systems, publ~c education,
disaster preparedne •• and relief;
(b) To develop an inventory of nationbl and regional projects in co-operation
with the appropriate national entities and other participants;
(c) To aSlist in the co-ordination of activities oC the Decade, devAloping
links with existing programmes;
To identify ar.a. in which knowledge or capability for implementing
disa8\~r reduction activities can be improved and make recommendations to
organi~atior.3 of the Un~ted Nations system and both govelnmental and
no~-governmental groups for developing plans in these areaSI
(d)

(e) To a••••• proqramme funding requirements and bring to the attention of
appropriate national and international funding sources meritorious projects that
require !undin91
/
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(f) To aSlilt the board of trultees in proqtammo evaluation and preparation
of an annual report to th~ Secretary-General.

136. Committee members should rellect a wide ranq. of .xperti •• , and they Ihould
act in their individual capaciti'l. The committ~. Ihould conlil! of 20 to 2~
oxperts from the Icientific, technological, financial, co~~unication., health and
other communities with exp.ri.nce r.lat.d to di.a.t~r reduction. R.pr.lentatives
of organization. of the United Nations syst.m, international aqencies and
appropriate intarnational non-governmental orqanizations .hould participate in the
proceedings of the committee.
137. The committee should meet at least annually, more often during the first few
years of the Decade. Committee members should .erv. for two years, and their terms
may be renewed. The committe. should elect a chairman, one or more vice-chairm.n,
and a rapporteurl they will provide continuity between metings.
3.

Secretariat of the DecaO'

138. The committee will require a secretariat. A I.nior technical expert sho~ld be
as its director by the Secretary-General upon the recommendation of th~
bOBtd of trustee.. The director should have access to the Secretary-General. The
secretariat would provide .t~ff lupport for me.tingl of the committee and the board
of trustees as well. A major role of the secretariat would be day-to-day
co··ordinaHon of the overall programme with guidance from the committee of the
[)acade. The secretariat would monitor Decade activities and report periodically to
the committee. An early activity for the ••cretariat would be the organization of
an international forum. The decision of where to house the secretariat would be
lert to the Secretary-General in c~~sultation with the board of trustees.
~ppoi1\ted

The stafr of the secretariat should be small at the outset and gradually build
to approx\mately 10 profeslionals. The director may use consultants in arens of
expertise not clvered by staff. The secretariat should be fundod from the trust
[und, which, in turn, would draw on governmental and other lources.
139.

4.

Ttyst fund COt the pecade

140. Most activities will be funded by the countries themselves. However, certain
projects of merit will need financial assistance, as will the programmes of many
developing countri~l. This funding should ue derived from donor countries, the
World Bank, regional banks and other regional or9anizations, UNOP and the regular
and technical Bssistance bUdgets of other United Nations agencies, Bnd
non-governmental organizations.
141. The board of trulte'l and the committe. of the Oecade .hould .ncourage donor
countries and other funding orqanization, to meet p.riodically to di.cus. the
possible funding of programme, and Ipecific ~roject' suggelted by the committee and
national entitie.. Through such meeting" concerned countrie. and organizations
I • ••
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would not only ensure co-ordination of their activities but would also be able to
ftvalu~te plans of the committe~.
142. The trust tund woul~ cover expenses of the board of trustees, the cOinmittee
and the secretariat and pay for special projectl of merit for which funding would
not otherwise be available. Becal'.e both gover41mental and private funding
organizations may wish to designate funds for particular projects, the trust fund
should be organized to facilitate such an arrangement. The fund should be
administered by the Secretary-General, based on a plan developed by the committee
of the Decade and endors.d by the board of trustees.
C.

Proposed activities for the initial phase of
1.

Int.rnational and

~.D~d§

r~9ional~Ym.

143. It is anticipated that participants in the Decade would come together
periodically through international and regional forums. At such fort~s,
participants could share their experience and r.commend priorities for activities
of the Decade.
144. Once the board of trustees and the committee of the Decade are constituted and
the secretariat is .stablished to support their n••ds, co-ordinated work could
begin on dev.loping a d.tailed programme plan for tne Decade and convening an
international forum. Participants in this forum should be drawn from each of the
national entities as well as from regional groupings, the bOdrd of trustees, th~
committee and the secretariat. In addition, representatives of donor organizations
and others taking part in the necade should participate in the forum. The first
international forum, which should be held early in the Decade, would provide an
opportunity for participants to discuss the goals of the Decade with all count~ies
and non-gov.rnm.ntal groups. It would also enable participants to propose
programmes and activities for the Decad. and to learn about activities presently
under way or being planned throughout the world.
145. An international forum would be an efficient, low-cost way for all nations to
participate in the planning process for the Decade and to learn how they might
benefit from activities planned for the Decade. It would provide access to a wide
range of ideas emerging throughout the world and would help in the international
co-ordin~tion ot the many national programmes.
Costs for participation in a ro~um
could be borne by each country as a part of its national programme, with the
expectation that some cost~ could normally be borne by donor groups and hORt
countries.
146. The international forums could facilitat. and complement the work oC the
cOlllmi ttee. These forwns could create and maintain global awareness about the neAd
for the D.cade and its activities, could propose programm.s and activities for
consideration by the committe., individual national entities, and regional
groupings, could a•••• 1 the progress of Decad. programme., recommending changes in
their functioning, and could highlight programme achiev.ments.
/
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147. ~h. firlt international forum uhou1d be plL~n.d t~ ensure that i~ is a
cost-effective contributor to the D~cade. It il ~I.,.nti~l that the committ.e
develop a preci.e agenda w4 th clear objectiv•••
148. There is also value for regional forums to dis.eminat. information from the
international forums and to ~ugqest agenda i~eml for inclulion in lub~.qu.nt
international forums. In addition, regional ~orums foculing on the halards mo.t
common to the region would be an efficient m.chani.m for co-ordinatinq and
developing integrated programme. among countrle. in the region.
149. The regional forum. could clarify ~ationll per.pectivel on each halard and the
strengths and weakne ••,. of existinq programme, for natural di,alter reduction,
could determine need. and prioritie., could dev.lop an integrat.d regional
perB~ective, could facilitate co-operation and could identify technology tranlfer
need~ that could be met from outside sources.
2.

International day fPr natural di.A.t.r pr.par.an•••

150. The failure to learn from past dis.sterm contribut'l to continued h.avy tolls
from natural ha~ard.. Th~ los. 01 life and property would be much reduc.d if
people were periodically reminded of and well-prepared for disasters. Designation
of one day in the year as the "international day for disalter preparednesc" would
help achieve this goal.
151. During thiB special d~y, pUblic drills for diealt.r preparednel.,
demonstration ot disaster countermeaBure. by agencie. and organization. responsible
for disaster mitigation, educational programm•• through the media and in the
Rchools, practice in evacuation, and other activities could be conducted in all
participating countries. Visual transmission of activitiel in a region might
stimulate action in others, and it would encourage unification of the world's
peoples. Such an international day would benefit from a United Nations designation
and endorsement.
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APPENDIX I

Sugp~,m.ntary

lilt of gOllibl, proj.ctl-tg,r the D,cad,

1.
Section III dilcu.I.1 pOlsible thrusts of the Decade and briefly describes
proj.cts appropriate for inclulion within activiti'l for the Decad.. This appendix
contains oth.r poslible projects. Neither is a complete listing. Instead, the
proj.cts prel.nted illultrate the richn.ss of the potential agenda that could lead
to succe.lful implem.ntation of the Decade. It is anticipated that all
participantl will work together to develop projects tailored to meet their needs,
interests and strengths.
Intmgrat,d di.a.t.r manag.m.nt
Integrated dilalter management, inclUding an effective e~rly warning syAtem,
2.
is critical to saving livel and reducing property 10lses. Iceland provides an
excellent example, with the potential for replication elsewher,. In Icelanct,
computers linked to the national telephone network provide early warning of
volcanic activity on a neighbourhood-by-neighbourhood basis, permitting people to
move out of high-risk areal. In addition, using an interdepartmental Civil Defence
Council, Iceland impl.ments a unified earthquake building code and building
restriction. in earthquake-pron~ areas. Protective dams have been built to defend
towns and cities against lava flows and flooding. Lava cooling systems and
ava1anch. protection Iyltems have been installed to guard vulnerable places. A
communication Iystem provides for data collection on hazards and a means of contact
should telephonel fail to operat,.
National diSAster planning
3.
A key aspect of planning and preparedness is a clear understanding of the
potential dilasters to which each nation is disposed. To establish the nature and
the level of disaster management activities, it is ecsential to prepare disaster
scenarios for eAch hazard. Disaster ~cenarios should first examine, using the best
information available, the maximum physical potential of hazardous phenomena in
specific locationl. This potential must be based on a sound understanding of the
physical procelse. that create a natul'al event. When the worst possible hazard
event is combined with existing and projected vulnerability faetora, the worst
probable disaster scenario can be developed.
fr~coll

for mutual a•• i,tanc,

4.
An early project of the Decade could be to draft model scenarios and protocolu
for mutual a•• istance. It would develop guideline, for identifying needs anct for
Dssistance agreementl between and among n~tions. Participants ~hcu1d include the
Office of the United Nations DilD,ter Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO), the World
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Meteorological Organi,ation (WMO), and the World Htalth Organitation (WHO) and its
collaborating centre ••
P[gtecting cgncret'-Ind

magQn[~_.trycturl. again.t-tD[thgua~

5.
In mOMt recent earthquake 1ilalterl, the major factnr 1n tht losl of life was
the collaple of brittle concrete and malonry .tructure.. Such structures are
especially VUlnerable dempite the _xiltenct of intxpenaive means to enhance their
safety - henct tht desirability of a data bonk on earthquake hazards of and d~nages
to these atructurta for use in reducing thtir vulnerability. The bank would
contain data on materiala analylil and rlcommtndBtionl tor dtlign, construction and
retrofiting. Somt of tht data mi9ht be gathtred thrQugh co-operative use ot key
relearch facilities such al Japan'a largA ahake tablt and equipment for
quasi-dynamic tests that can provid, a full-Icale limulation of e building under
tarthquakt Itress.
Fundamental re.tarch Qn earthguakOs

e.

Expansion and globalizatiQn Qf the prtaent data blse are essential to re!illing
the computational mQdels, which will contribute to understanding th~ theory of
earthquake causality and seismic risk. Tangible improvement in earthquake
prediction may then be possible.

7,

Projects that could contribute to reducing the impact of Iftndslides arel

(a) Eatablishment of a world landslide centre cQnctrned with data gathering
and dissemination, information transfer, mapping and training of land use
specialists and structural engineersl
(b) GrQund deformation monitoring and numerical simulation to improve
landslide predictions 1
(c) Research into and
populated areasl

de~Qnstration

of slope management strategies in densely

(d) StUdy of the interaction between precipitation and landslide mobility to
find a means for cQntrolling water flows;
(e)
D~9.Ught

Landslide risk assessnlent as a basis for land use planning.
int.[vention

8.
Many of the tooll available for reducing rapid-onset natural disasters ar~
applicable to drought reduction. In particular, drought management requires
identification of the areal prtltntly affected by or potentially vl'lnerable to
variou. forml of drought. Hazard mapping u8ing remote .enling from satellites
combined with ground-baled me.auremente i' e firlt ,tep in developing a strategy tll
I • ••
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confront drought. It provides the ba~is for soientifically ascertaining the
sources of drought and desertification and enables the evaluation of drought
reduction method.. A focu.ed effort to map drought-vulnerable regions of Africa
would be a ~oqical near-term activity in the context of the Decade because it would
identify areal that might benefit from reforestation and/or water resources
management. Although eome areas have been mapped, a comprehftnsive effort would be
an important contribution of the Decade.
Reduction of wind'torm
9.

blllr~

Several projects that could contribute to reducing windstorm losses arel

(a) Improving short-term forecasting and warning to permit escape to safe
shelters and property protection 1
(b) ceveloping procedures for defining windstorm risks to set investment
prioritie.1
(c)

EBtablilhing windstorm data basell

(d)

Promoting ways to improve the wind

resistan~e

of construction.

(QLest fire.
Systems to prediJt the behaviour of wildfires exist. They arft used to assess
the haz~rds of forest and rural bush fires in areas having few fires but a high
potential for diBa.ter. A project to evaluate the.e hazards in developing
countries is critical to the study of where the controlled use of low-intensity
fire is feasible to reduce VUlnerability to fire disasters.
10.

f2tAbl, wlt,r
11. In many disasters, there is need for simple, rapid means to identify safe
sources of drinking water and for purifyin9 those that are unsafe. Equipment and
procedurel are already available for both thepe goals. The project would evaluate
options, selecting the most desirable ones for broad and standardized dissemination.
Mobile sat,llite communication
An international network of mobile ground-based stations would provide a means
for communication immediately following a disaster. If possible, it should be
built on radio and television media investments already in place. With the
development of appropriate protocols, such a network could be implemented in a
short tlme, partiCUlarly if linked to resources owned and operated by pUbllc
telecommunication and broadcasting institutions.
12.

I • .•
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Madia techniQu"

for pUbliC .ducation

13. A group of experts from print, film and video journalism could meet with
disaster mitigation specialists to explore innovative outreach techniques that are
attractiv. to a wide audience and are cost effvctive. The gl-oup would produce and
convey valuable information for increased public preparedness. Activities to
improve disaster coverage might include preparedness leSions for the general
pUblic, a poster development programme, short films for television news shows,
comic books and other inexpensive texts for grade school students, and "how to"
programmes for homeowners. Multilateral efforts could produce materials of more
uuiversal value than are yet available.
Consolidated information sy.tem tor disaster manag.ment
14. The provision of quick, easy acciss to disaster-related data and of a source
for ground-collected information integrated with observations from more advanced
technologies is critical to the success of the community of disaster mitigation
experts, from researchers to civil protection specialilts. This project would
ensure a unified and uniform information bas. for all participants in activitiel of
the Decade.
yYln.rability of m.gacite.
15. Rapid urban growth in disaster-prone areas (•• g., Rio de Janeiro, Tokyo, Los
Angeles, Mexico City at' Dhaka) has placed complex urban economics, infrastructure,
communication systemB and vast numbers of people in highly vulnerable positions.
This research project would analyse a few cales of accelerated urban development in
high-disaster risk areas. It would assess their overall VUlnerability and
recommend ways to integrate safety with urban development and irnprove preparedness
and response mechanisms.

16. In indutrialized countries, disaster-induced financial losses are generally
high and casualties moderate. In developing countries, the rev~rse is true. An
interdisciplinary study of habitat type as a risk factor in natural disasters would
help identify building characteristics responsible for casualtiesl it would also
quantify these factors for planners and architects. Ultimately, the goal would be
to work toward building disaster-resistant structures that, should they fail, do so
in a controlled way.
Arc~tur'l

mpdificatipnl of nAtive structure.

17. Several minor changes in constructive practices are known to improve the
safety of .tructures under diverse conditions. This project, closely related to
the preceding one, would encompass a quantitativ~ and qualitative Itudy of the.e
change. and would guide the required technology transfer.
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lAternational

exchan~1

of information at tne local leyel

IS.

Most disaster r.sponse efforts are highly localized, and a project to promote
exchange of local experiences and knowledge on disaster reduction
would he invaluable. This project could cover information on development in
tsunami- and hurricane-prone coastal areas (e.g., the Yucatan peninsula, the west
coast of South America, Hawaii, and Caribbean countries) and on protection of
ecological resources (for example, coral reefs, which are damaged by tropical
cyclones). A model based on the comparative experiences of two communities could
be used. The project would be closely linked to study of appropriate technology
transfer, which could use the WHO technology transfer system as its initial model.
int~rnbtional

Multihazard assessment
19. Ongoing work by United Nations regional agencies, the Pan American Health
Organization (PAHO) and the Organization of American States (DAS) might be
profitably extended to include natural mUltihazard assessment and identification of
disaster mitigation measures for specific countries and regions, such as South and
Central America. These studies would help in devel~ping a method applicable to
other regions. A pilot case stUdy could be developed in one year, possibly
·.saociatd with the proposed programme for Mendoza, Argentina (see annex, para. 67),
with two additional cases for testing and refining the method over the next two
years of the D6cade.
r~.LWn-for

communication

omon~

scientists. engineers And

ge~n_ma~

20. Some recent naturAl disAsters brought to light a lack of trust, co-ordination
and understanding among the groups responsible for hazard mitigation. Sometimes
these deficiencies contribute to trAgic consequences. A forum to bring the diverse
participants together would reduce the barriers to communication am.'ng these gr.oups.
P~9~2~Q1I-And methods

for Assessing dAmage Dnd

nee~

21. A standard and comprehensive method is lacking for assessing damages and needs
following a disaster. Such a development would cover the range of disasters of
concern to the Decade and would identify damages across sectors - among them,
infrastructure, housing, health and population. Adjustment mechanisms would be
developed for using this tool in different regions.
lny~torYI

translation and

gissemin~~,

educational

materia~

22. The vast number of texts and audiovisual materiAls on community-level dir.aster
reduction are applied only locally. They should be systematized, translated ~nd
disseminated internAtionally.
P.rQ.te~ting

int.rnotignal tr.o,urJl.l

23. A project to protect one or more antiquities from the risk of earthquake
damage - 0 valid gOAl in its.lf - would provide visibility to the goals of the
/
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Decade. A Greek antiquity, a historic mosque or an Indian temple could be made
more resistant to potential earthquake damage. The technology is available and the
payoff high. Demon.tration of the damage protection process and the media coverage
~f the project would tangibly contribute to the Decade.
New,letter lor the Decade
24. Periodic dis.emination of information on the Decade to international
organizations, national participants, academic institutions and non-governmental
organizations would efficiently enhance visibility of the Oecade and transfer of
knowledge. A new.letter, with a simple and acce•• ible format, could contain
information on conference. and .ymposia, abstracts of relevant publications,
article. from other pUblications, and descriptions of major cata.trophic events,
inclUding a••e.sment of impacts and respon.e by local and international group',.
The newsletter could be bimonthly, with its first issue to be published at the
beginning of the Decade.
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APPENDIX II
R.giona~bal.rds

and

n~.

1.
Th. many r.egiclnal strengths and weakn••••• in disaster mitigation capabilities
form a ba.is for 9~~bal co-op.ration and information Sharing. In general, regional
co-operation is mo~~ succes.ful in addre.sing weather-related hazards than those of
geological origin. The r.sult is - wrongly - a general perception that little can
be done. In foct, when a ~ommunity and its residents have been warned and are
prepared, they can protect th~mselves from the damagin9 impacts of volcanic
.,ruptions.
2.
Despite the development of techniquer, to reduce the earthq'lake vulnerabi 11 ty
of new and older .tructure. and despite preparedn~s8 measures, the potential for
disa.ters often r.mains unabated. In many parts of the world, the hiq~ disaster
potential Items from the existing stoc~ of highly vulnerable buildings and
infrftstructure. In addition, government planners are not sufficiently sensitive to
~his problem and to tho social and economic c~nsequence. of a pouYible disaster.
3,
Some regions have implemented earthquake ha~ard ass.ssment and mapping
activities. Exc.pt in a few instances (•• g., Jap~n), howeve:, they have been less
sllccessful in impleM.nting Ihort- and long-term protective measures and in
developing data banks, land use planning and disaster awareness through public
information and education. As a consequence, with rising population densities, Bll
regions - particularly areas of high seismicity - must lace destructive earthquakes
that lea~ to economic and soclal disordet of similar or larger scale than they have
experienced.
4.
Although the United Nations regional commissions, various United Nations
agencies and other international otganj.zati~ns have historically been involved in
natural disaster r·qduction (e.g., t~w. 'Iyph<.::m Committee and the Panel on Tropical
Cyclones), the disaster potential iL ~ofsening in some regions, and more eKtens!ve
reduction efforts are needed.
5.
Region by region, this appvndix examines hazards and needs. Suggestions are
made for programme th:usts having significant diBast~~ reduction potential.
6.
The regional groupings of countries discussed below are bcsed mainly on
geographical contiguity and con~o"~!jly of disaster patterna. When the extent of
region is not clear from its title, ~ description is included. Continental North
America includAs Mexicol south-west Asia includes the Islamic Republic of Iran;
south and east Asia include, Indonesia, Japan and thti Philippines; and the
south-wast Pacific in~ludes Australia, New Zealand and ~apua New Guinea,
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Continentll North Am,riCI

7.
Tropical cyclones, known in North Am~rica al hurricane., are a sevvre problem
for Caribbean island countriel and the State. alon9 the COI.t of the Gulf of
Me.ico, an~ they occasionally threaten the ealtern I'lboar~ of the United States.
Flooding from the.e cyclone. as w,ll 31 from other .ever. weath,r event., .pring
melt. and icejamB (in Canada) i. a problem of noderate .everity, .'eriodically
causing .xtenlive damage and large 101. of life. Continental N~rt~ America
commonly .xperi.nce. viol.nt local storms .~ch a. thund,rltorm., tornl~oe8, squalls
an~ hail.
Ealt of the Rocky Mountainl~ violent to~nadool are particularly
prevalent, they periodically ~au.e the 101. of more than 100 lives and ~amage in
tho hun~!eds of millionl of dullars. Wildfires are a significant problem in the
we.tern United State. and Canada, generally not threatening live. but d'itroyiny
Bome resi~ential property and valuable timber ,.sources. Earthquakes, volcanic
6ruption. and landslide. are prominent in Mexico an~ the western United States, as
are earthquake. and landslides in Canada. Earthquake., with the potential for
causing a ~lsa8ter of great magnitude, are of much concern and attention, and
landslldes often cause extensive annual damage.
CApabilit~.'

Ind ne.d,

This hazard situation suggests the need for public policy and outreach to
enhance awarene.s of alternatives to the concentrations of people and resources in
high-risk areas. The rapid-onset, small-scale violent weather phenomena, including
tornadoes and flash-flood-induc~ng thunderstol'ms, to which many parts of the region
are particularly prone, pose unique p~~blems, meriting s~ecial attention and
demanding novel approaches.
8.

The region ha. much to offer in innovative technology both for
and, especially, extra-regional transfer.

9.

C.ntral Am.rica,

~nl

Caribbean /lpd South

intra-r~gional

~D.rica

Hazards
10. E~posure to Sever. damage fr~m tropical cyclones (hurricanes) in Central
America and the Caribbean is high. Landslides, often triggered by torrential
rains, flooding and storm surge, ore serious hozards. The northern part of South
America experiencel th. peripheral effects of the Coribbean hurricanes. The
coaltal areal of Ecuador and Peru and the Amazon river basin flood infrequently
during 11 Nino Southern Olcillation (ENSO) years. Flooding in Venezuela and
coa.tal Brazil lom.times accompanies intensified trodewinds. Paraguay ond
Argentina allo luffer occallonal levere floods.
11. Frequent, .ev.r. earthquakes occur over the entire Pacific coast of Central
America, with h.avy
Occa,ional .ev.re earthquake, alto eff.ct the
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Caribbean. Damaqing earthquake5 occur thr~ughout the And•• from Argentina and
Chile to Vent.utla and Trinidad and Tobago. Tlunamis generated by large
earthquake. have occa,ionally caused severe damage to cities on the Pacific coast
of Latin America.
12. The frequency of VOlcanic eruptions i. among tl e highest in the world in
Central America, the eastern Caribbean and the Andean region, where the proximity
of high-':~~Iity population centres to large, active volcanoes engenders high risk
to life and property.
13. The Andes have a danqerously high potential for frequent, maslive landslides
alon9 tht Cordillera. In ENSO year., torrential rain may aggravate this phenomenon
by triggering numeroul larg~ landalides. Earthquakes hert are known to cause
massive falls of rock and ice slides. Alon9 coa.tal Brazil and in areas 6round
Rio de Janeiro, landslid•• po•• a particularly .ignificant threat.
~~iliti.,

and ne,a,

14. Partly through outside assistance, the South American countries have many of
the relource. required to monitor and issue warnings on the major atm~spheric
hazard,. Although continu.d support will be needed for some time, there is
conliderable regional co-nperation in many faceta of disa,ter mauagement and in
succe.aful pooling of support and funding from various sources. However, the
degree to which national disaster plans have been implemented in the past few years
varie. greatlYI .ome countries heve aouieved conliderable success, but improvement
1n others 1s marginal.
15. In Central America and the Caribbean, rec~nt disasters have disrupted vital
telecommunication. links, frustrating critical pre-disaster and immediate
post-dil3ster mitigaticn response. This problem deserve. urgent attention.
16. Particularly in South America, preparednell (especially public awareness) and
prevention mea.ure~ need further consolid~tion, and related transfer of technology
needs to be improved. A~thouqh the Regional Seismoloqical Cent~e for South
Mlerica (CERESIS) hal taxen some positive stepl in these directions, further
sustained efforts and financial support are necelsary.

17. The increaling disa.ter potential due to accelerating population
coucentrations in large cities points up the need for land us. controls,
enforcement of building codel and quality control. Of particular concern is the
development of methods to retrofit and protect exilting buildin~ btock.
Rationalized and improved oblervational networkl, partiCUlarly relating to
geological hazards, need to be deployed. A reglonal data bale is planned. Few
operational warning 'fltems exist, and many more are ne.ded. Public education is
to~ priority.

8
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Atrica
Hazard.
18. Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia, lying in a belt of high seilmicity, suffer
periodic damaging earthquake.. ~he location of .ever.l large cities in the seilmic
zone and a large inventory of ItructlAre. built to inadequ~te building standard.
ma9nify the potential for a severe disa.ter.

19. South of the Sahara, the Rift Valley of ea.t Africa experience. moderate
earthquake. and hal lome active volcanoes that rarely caule damage or death. The
many deep crater lake. in we.tern Cameroon have periodically but .uddenly released
trapped lethal carbon dio~ide.
20. Occasional tropical cyclones in Madagalcar, Mozambique, the louthern region of
the United Republic of Tanzania, and the Comoro., Mauritiu., Reunion and Seychelles
in the Indian Ocean cau.e wind, storm surge and, ~.pecially, flood damage.

21. The lub-Saharan countries anO, le'8 frequently, the countries of ea.tern and
southern Africa experience recurrent droughts, a problem that is being compounded
by desertification. Ce.ert locust outbreaks often occur early in the rainy season,
coming at the end of a long drought cycle. A significant hazard to agriCUlture
throug~Jut north, we.t and eastern Africa, swarming locusts are conventionally
controlled by chemical pe.ticides, but they do not provide a lasting solution to
this age-old problem.
22. North of the Sahara, atmospheric hazards conli.t mainly of infrequent, intense
and difficult-to-forecast local floods fro~ heavy rainfall. They occasionally
cause considerable localized d~age. The Nile presents unique problems that are
receiving much attention.
Capabilities and n.ed.
23. There is considerable regional ~o-operation in disaster mitigation in Africa,
and progress is being made in cyclone, drought and earthquake disaster reduction.
In the seismic zone, ottention must be given to reinforcement of existing
buildings, more .tringent building codes for new con.truction, and the growing
populations of large cities at risk. Similarly, upgrading regional tropical
cyclone warning faeilitie. need 1 financial .upport, and the effects of .evere
droughts are a eontin~ing concern.
Europ.

24. Northlrn Europl i. rarlly impacte4 by .1\lrl dilalter-pr04ucing .torms.
Neverthll••• , atm~.ph.ric depr••• ions originating in the North Atlantic annually
ceUJe minor ~Bmage from strong win~l, but flooding il frequent and often
I •••
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destructive. Infrequently, a depression brings hurricane-force winds and, in
coastal areal, Itorm Burge, causing widespread damage and occasional 10s8 of. life.

zs. In louthern Europe, .torm surge. in the northern Adriatic pose a hazard to
Venice. Mountainous terrain an~ heavy rainfall encourage rapid-rise river floods
and de.tructive landslide., especially in den.ely popUlated areas. Extremes of
heat infrequently cau.e numerous deaths in southern Italy and Greece.
26. Dam ,in9 earthquakes are rare in northern Europe. Nevertheless, historically,
some de.tructive earthquakeR have occurred in the Carpathians, the Rheingraben and
the Alps. All louthern Europe, however, from Portugal to Turkey to Cypru., is an
area of moderate to high seismicity, and earthquake. are the predominant and most
~estructiv. halard.
Active volcanoes are a threat in some areas, especially the
Azore., the Canary Islands and southern ItalYI history is replete with storie. of
disastrous geological events. Wildfires, prevalent in the region during dry
summers, cause increasing damage despite precautions and improved fire-fighting
technique. because of the increase in leisure and vacation activities. Landslide.
are a significant local hazard in some mountainous, high-density areas, but they
have been studied intensively and are generally well-controlled.
COpobiliti•• and need.
27. Extensive regional co-operation efforts exist to address natural hazards, and
Europe applies Rome of the modera technology to handling disasters. In the
earthquake-prone countries, considerable effort is being made to reduce seismic
risk through improved engineering and stronger building codes. Nevertheless, older
structures remain at risk. Improvrd seismic and volcanic monitoring and creation
of a data ba.e are necessary to tlAe development of additional engineering
initiatives and to research on early warning systems. Small-scale, sudden-onset
hazards, such as snow avalanches, landslides, tornadoes and rapid-rise floods,
continue to be .erious concerns, especially in areas of high investment and
population density.
28. Europe has developed disaster management technology and training centres that
can be u.eful to other regions.

North and sguth-west AsiA

Z9. South-west Asia (Democratic Yemen, the Islamic RepUblic of Iron, Iraq, Israel,
Jordan, kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, the Syrian Arab RepUblic, Yemen, and the
Gulf countrle.) .uffer. from moderate to extreme aridity. Noteworthy i~ the
occalional !looding of the Tigri.-Euphrates, although the river system is regulated
by dams, damaging and disastrous floods are rare. Damaging snow avalanch~y and
landslides are b ierious concern in the Elburz Mou~tainl.
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30. Some r.gions of northern Alia (comprising north.rn China, Mongolia and the
Union of Sovi.t Socialilt Republicl) ar. prone to d.va.tating earthquak.,. Many
province, of China have b••n struck by .arthquak.1 of magnitude over 7. The
destructive Tanglhan earthquake in 1976 caul.d the d.ath of ~r. than 240,000
people. Occalional local flooding of the main riv.r. (ObI, Y.nisey and Lena) i.
cauled by Ipring icejaml. D•• tructiv. wildfir•• occur, but infrequ.ntly.

31. Within louth-we't A..ia, destruction and 10•• of life due to earthquakel are
frequent and often lever.. Traditional hou.ing - of unr.intorc.d m~.onry and
stone - .uffers levere damage from earthquak... Yemen and the Jordan-B.kaa rift
valley are als~ earthquake prone, although 1.11 10 than the Illamic Republic of
Iran.
~laAb1liti..

and n•• a,

3Z. Asian co~ntri.s largely me.t th.ir own national n.eds, alb.it with limit.d
resources. In south-west Alia, there is much r.gional co-op.ration. But
reletively little .ffort i. appli.d to the r.duction of .arthquak. damage rilkl
from the traditional ma.onry and atone building, and to the effect' of 'mall-scale
phenom.na such a. avalanche., landllide" ~nd fla'h flooding. Thes. are.a ne.d
attention. In a~'ition, continued improvem.nts in the quality of s.ismic
monitoring and in the creation of a data ba.e are e ••ential to e~f.ctive mjtigation
efforts.
South

and ea.t Alia

Huard.
33. In all the world, thil region suffer. the mOlt from a vari.ty of natural
hazards. The north-west Pacific is the ocean basin generating the highest numb.r
of tropical cyclonel (typhoons). Annually about. 25 typhoons strike China, the
Democratic People'. RepUblic of Korea, Japan, the Philippine., the RepUblic of
Korea and Viet Nam, often causing s~gnificant deltruction. Less frequently but
with more d.vastatin~ effects, cyclone. forming in the northern Indian Ocean,
particularly tho.e in the Bay of Bengal, bring damaging winds, destructive floods,
and deadly storm surge. to Banglade,h and sQuth-.a.tern India. This interplay of
natural factorl acting upon a low-lying area with one of the highe't population
concentrations cau.e. r.curr.nt di.a.ter, of magnitud's incomparable to those
elsewhere, particularly relative to the number of d.aths. Oth.r w.ather systems
(e.g., monsoon.) allo impact the r.gion with dilastrou•• ffects, 'Ipecially
floo~in9.
Ealt.rn China il often affected by serioul drought•.
34. Many river. - the Indu., Oang•• , Brahmaputra, 8alm••n, Mekong, 80ng Hua,
have a 10n9 history of destruction. Upland
Hu.i H., Yanqt.e and Huang H.
dtfor'ltation and incr.a,.d popUlation in the flood plaine contribut. to increa.ing
flood rilk. and .v.r gf.ater trag.di... Snow avalanch., and land,lide" although
frequent in the highland', are lignificant 1n only a few '.ttled ar.a••
w
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35. All countries in the region, except po.sibly Democratic Kampuchea and Sri
Lonka, are prone to de.tructive earthquake., with 10•• of life usually exceeding
that from similar earthquake. ellewhere. Hiqh popUlation densiti •• and buildings
of unreinforced ma.onry arl the primary contributing factor.. The region has the
largest number of active vol canoe. in the world, some of which threaten population
centres.
36. Countries facing the Pacific Ocean. e.pecially Japan and the Philippines,
experience de.tructive tsunamis sometimes generated by earthquake. as di.tant as
South America. Landslide. triggered by heavy rainfall or earthquake. are a major
hazard in the mountainous areas, especially in countries facing the Pacific Ocean
and tho.e in the Himalayan belt.
37. Afghanistan, Pakistan and northern India are occasionally affected by locust
swarms.
Capabilities and n••dl
38. D••pite strong regional co-operation and mitigation efforts, which reflect the
variety, extreme .everity, and magnitude of natural disa.terl and which ~ave
reduced the .everity of some disasters, further conc.rted activity is needed.
Poverty and popUlation growth, in particular, have thw'xted progress on disaster
mitigation. In addition, the mitigation of many of the mOlt .evere h~zards (for
example, flooding in Bangladesh) requires regional co-op.ration.
39. The region, nevertheless, has much experience and technology to share with the
rest of the world. Japan, for example, has built effective disaster management
systems and te~hnology. The trainiLg facilities of the Asian Disaster Prevention
C1ntre (ADPC) Hre being extended to other regions.
40. Of particular regional concern is the Icale of recurrent disasters in
Banglade.h, which continues to frustrate concerted human efforts at mitigation.
Growing population pre.sure. and intensified inve.tment in den.lly populated ereas
aggravate the efflct. of disasters, especia~ly in this region. A systematic
regional effort .tre.sing public awareness and education, land use planning, and
other activities is eB8~ntial. Further outside support is required.

South-west Pacific
Hazard,
41. This area iR prone to erratically movinq and de.tructive tropical cyclone.,
with varyinq effect. and frequency. Low-lyinq atoll. experience de.tructive surges
and wave. caused by cyclone. a. well'. by stronq wind. alone. Localized flooding
due to tropical cyclone. and other weather .y.tem• •ometime. cau.e. levere damage.
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42. Larqer river Iy.tem. in Au.tralia an4 New Zealan4 occa.lonally experienoG
.evere flooding. New Zealand and the .outhern .tate. of ,,~.tralia .ometime.
experiencing damaqing winc5. from c5epre•• ionl.

Except for malt of AUltralla, ~lrlbatl and Tuvalu, the .outh-west Pacific
i.land countrie. generally lie within or near th, lone of inten.e earthquake and
volcanic activity exttnding from 'aaua New Guinea to Samoa to Ntw Zealand.

43.

44. There are leveral active volcanoe. in the reqion, .ome nGar population
centre.. The volcanic complex near Rebaul ia one of the few regularly IItonitored
(by the well-equipped volcanological ob.ervatory nearby), and there i. a detailed
dl•••ter action plan.

45. T.unamil are infrequent. The potential for damage is high but it is not well
recognl.ed, compared with the north Pacific.
46. Landl11del are a ha.ard tbrou9hout the reqion, e.pecial1y in areas of heavy
rainfall. AUltralia hal frequent wildfire., .ome of them c5estructive.
ClPabilitie, Ind n••d,
47. Re910nal co-operation i. Itrong with reglrd to tropical cyclone wnrning
.y.tem.. Neverthele.l, lome of th~ Imaller countrie. need improved cyclone
monitoring and warning ~apability at the national level. Earthquake and volcano
monltoring alia needl Itren9thening, and all countrie. ahould be covered by the
Pacific T.unami Warning Syltem. Preparedne.1 and prevention measures, particularly
pUw~ic awarene•• and planning, need strengthening in many countries.

Au.tralia and New Zealanc5 have Borne of the technology (for example,
building d,.ign and flood-control methods) that could be very
u.eful to other countries both in and outside the region.
~8.
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